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ABSTRACT
The Development of a Feature-Based Expert System to Determine 
Rapid Molding Procedures
Harning, Daniel Timothy
University of Dayton, 1992
Advisor: Dr. John P. Eimermacher
The time required to produce tooling needs to be reduced in 
the product development cycle to bring products to market more 
quickly. To reduce time, an expert system was developed. The 
system helps designers marry part designs with manufacturing 
processes throughout the product development cycle. The expert 
system can contain a knowledge base of manufacturing technolo­
gies in use today. Two manufacturing technologies have been 
represented in the system. The expert system is feature-based and 
processes geometry, design, manufacturing, and business issues 
concerned with part design. These five parts make up the input 
collector. The expert system consults the knowledge base of 
manufacturing technologies using the issues identified in the input 
collector. The results of using the expert system are a paragraph 
and a list of the manufacturing technologies with their rated abili­
ties. For those technologies which have an acceptable rating, the 
paragraph displays information about manufacturing. The 
manufacturing information generated is the time and cost to
iii
produce the tooling, the cycle time and cost to produce each part 
from the tooling, and the number of tools needed.
The expert system was verified by entering design information 
into the input collector for which tooling has been produced. The 
results obtained with the expert system were compared with the 
results known by the manufacturer of the tooling to obtain the per 
cent error of the system. The main objective was concept verifica­
tion. Therefore, the resulting total percent error within fifteen 
percent was considered acceptable.
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INTRODUCTION
General
Bringing manufacturing and design together in order to 
reduce the product development cycle time has been a major con­
cern in the automotive industry for several years. This combina­
tion has been given a name: concurrent engineering (CE). As the 
design personnel develop products, they must consult manufactur­
ing personnel to determine the most cost and time effective design. 
Modifying design features to make use of a manufacturing technol­
ogy results in more cost-effective and time-effective products. 
Communication between manufacturing and design personnel is 
often difficult; this is one of concurrent engineering’s major inhibi­
tors.
CE enhancements can be made in several areas, including 
multiple part production. Multiple part production most often 
requires tooling. This minimizes the individual cost and time of 
production parts. Depending on the type of part desired, there are 
several manufacturing technologies which can be considered.
Plastic parts are produced by injection molding, reaction 
injection molding (RIM), blow molding, structural foam, extrusion, 
thermoforming, and vacuum molding. Metal parts are produced 
by forging, sand casting, investment casting, die casting, steel and
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aluminum stamping, powdered metal, evaporative pattern casting 
(lost foam), and machining. Another method is to fabricate the 
part.
The designer typically has little or no knowledge of these 
many manufacturing technologies. He might be very knowledge­
able about a few of these technologies; however this may be detri­
mental. "When you have a hammer, everything looks like a nail". 
Thus individuals who thoroughly understand only a few technolo­
gies will most likely try to implement them for every task.
A system to aid in the communication between design and 
manufacturing would enhance both product design and manufac­
turing. The medium described here is an expert system. Using 
words, a designer can describe his product and the needs of his 
organization for that product. With a knowledge base developed 
for each technology of manufacturing, the system can consult the 
methods of manufacturing and display the information needed by 
the designer. This information is the time and cost of the neces­
sary tooling, the time and cost to produce each part, the number of 
tools needed in the manufacturing process, and the prioritization 
of the technology based on its ability to produce the desired part. 
Prioritization based on certainty factors conveys the ability of a 
manufacturing technology. A certainty factor of 100 means the 
technology is completely satisfied; -100 means the technology is 
completely unsatisfied. The names of the rules which determined 
the certainty factors are also displayed for user reference.
2
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Expert System Operation
Expert systems are sophisticated computer programs that 
perform the function of true experts: people. These systems use 
symbolic logic and rules-of-thumb to find solutions. The real 
advantage of an expert system is its permanents. The information 
in the knowledge base will continue to grow and reshape as experts 
enter their knowledge into the system. It is consistent and can be 
used to simultaneously transfer methods of determination to 
several people.
The process of building an expert system is commonly known 
as knowledge engineering. The knowledge engineer uncovers the 
procedures, strategies, and rules of thumb that an expert uses in 
problem solving. The engineer then builds this information into an 
expert system. For this reason, the computer uses problem-solving 
methods similar to those used by experts.
The core of the expert system is the knowledge base developed 
during system building. Expert system usefulness is measured by 
the level of expertise consulted during knowledge building.
Three widely used ways to represent knowledge in an expert 
system are rules, semantic nets, and frames. A rule is a formal way 
of specifying a recommendation, directive, or strategy, expressed as 
IF premise THEN conclusion or IF condition THEN action. A 
semantic net is a knowledge representation method consisting of a 
network of nodes (representing concepts or objects) connected by
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information describing the relations between the nodes. A frame is 
a knowledge representation method that associates features with 
nodes representing concepts or objects. The features are described 
in terms of attributes and their values.
The expert system chosen is a rule-based system. Rule-based 
systems have two inference methods; forward-chaining and back­
ward-chaining. Forward-chaining systems start with an action 
fact. The fact sets off a series of rules which create a process which 
is followed to deal with the fact entered into the system. A physical 
representation of a forward-chain is a box of set mouse traps that a 
ball was thrown into. The ball is the fact and the mouse traps are 
the rules. Backward-chaining begins with the conclusion the 
system intends to reach. The system works backward until it has 
collected all the information necessary to support its conclusion. 
This is the most efficient method and represents the process an 
expert would use to determine the value of a known variable. 
Backward-chaining is used in the mold-making expert system since 
it more closely resembles this type of system. The variables and 
the process to find their values are known. The expert system 
brings the process into an environment in which the values are 
calculated and displayed.
CHAPTER 1
DEVELOPMENT OF A MOLD-MAKING 
EXPERT SYSTEM
An expert system can combine the knowledge found in 
manufacturing and design. This expert system can communicate 
the necessary information to those involved in the product devel­
opment cycle. System inputs are kept to a minimum but are able to 
sufficiently calculate valuable results. The results of consultations 
give relevant and possible solutions. This forced the knowledge 
base to contain only those technologies which are in use and possi­
ble.
The input collector was developed from information found by 
research and personal interviews with mold-making experts. By 
consulting with experts and going through literature searches, 
proven and possible manufacturing technologies were found. As 
technologies were found and understood, inputs to the expert 
system were extrapolated. It was observed that information critical 
to one technology could be valueless to another. The more technol­
ogies that were found, the larger the number of necessary inputs 
grew because the various technologies require different inputs.
Once a number of currently used technologies were found, a 
general outline of critical inputs was prepared. These were:
5
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1) Geometry
A) Size
B) Surfaces
C) Features
D) Overall Appearance
2) Manufacturing Specifications
A) Tolerances
B) Materials
C) Part Information Supplied
D) Number of Parts to be Produced
E) Setup Requirements of Production
3) Business and Market Specifications
A) Prototyping Requirements
B) Time Limits
C) Cost Limits
Combining the design, manufacturing, and business aspects of a 
product results in a comprehensive approach to problem-solving. 
This is a driving factor in industry and essential to the growth of a 
company; therefore, the expert system must include these to be 
complete.
With the outline and knowledge acquired in research, the 
specific questions which must be answered could be developed. 
Several additional technologies will eventually be added to the 
expert system knowledge base; consequently, a set of questions was 
developed which solicited the necessary information for the var­
ious technologies.
The relative importance of a feature or area was determined 
by questioning the experts in the manufacturing fields of interest. 
This approach was successful in breaking through the design and 
manufacturing communication barrier. If a design of features, 
surfaces, or business issues had any effect on the technology being
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researched, it became apparent through this type of questioning.
Once the information was collected for a technology, it was 
converted into the rules for the knowledge base of the expert 
system. These rules process variables developed in the input sec­
tion of the expert system. The expert system was designed to ask 
all the questions needed at the beginning of the consultation, then 
process that information through the knowledge base of the tech­
nologies. Any new variables used in the individual technology 
knowledge bases must be developed by the known information in 
the input section of the expert system. This separation of the input 
section and the technology section provides clean understandable 
computer code. The individual technology knowledge bases were 
sepa.parated from one another to aid in a clean, understandable 
computer code as well.
The expert system shell chosen to drive the knowledge base 
was M .l developed by Teknowledge, Inc. M .l is a low level, back­
ward-chaining, DOS program which uses simple if then logic. In 
the expert shell, M.l, the rules are always numbered. To keep the 
knowledge base sections separate, a range of rule numbers was 
assigned for the question section, and each technology entered into 
the knowledge base.
As the technologies were consulted for the knowledge base, a 
few questions in the question section had to be modified . These 
were changed, keeping in mind how the change would affect other
technologies in the knowledge base. Appendix A presents the code 
for the input section.
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CHAPTER 2
DEVELOPMENT OF MOLD-MAKING EXPERT SYSTEM 
KNOWLEDGE BASE TECHNOLOGIES
The technologies in the knowledge base represent the manu­
facturing arena. The inputs the knowledge base considers are 
contained only in the input section. The expert system user enters 
appropriate information into this input section. The information 
in the input section represents all the information known about the 
design, manufacturing specifications, and business needs for a 
part. The information contained in the technology sections repre­
sents all the information known about the manufacturing stipula­
tions, constraints, costs, and abilities for all the various inputs 
which could be processed through it.
The general approach to the selection of a technology is 
through certainty factors. The expert system, when searching for 
the process variable, consults all the rules which have the conclu­
sion, "Then process = ***." When the knowledge base for a tech­
nology is consulted, all the rules with the above conclusion are 
observed. If the premise of the rule is satisfied, the conclusion of 
process equaling that technology is drawn with a certainty factor of 
-100 to 100, based on the weight of importance. All the technolo­
gies start with a certainty factor of 99. They are ruled out based on
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their inability to satisfy input requirements. For example, if the 
feature "Rib" is chosen with a height of two inches and a thickness 
of 1/8 inch, the technology for RTV molding will observe that the 
rib is too thin and too long for a urethane material to correctly fill 
the mold to reproduce parts. The technology for machined injec­
tion aluminum molding will return that this technology will satisfy 
the requirements with a little difficulty and will combine a weight 
factor of -10 with the weight factor in the cache for this technology. 
The output for the variable process will show RTV molding with 
certainty of -100 and, if the other input information is satisfied, 
machined injection aluminum molding will have a certainty factor 
slightly less than 100.
The general approach to finding the desired output was to 
divide it into two sections. The first section is the abilities of the 
technologies. The expert system first tries to determine which 
technologies can produce the desired part. Based on features of 
the part, geometry, manufacturing issues, and business issues, the 
expert system determines if and how well all the requirements are 
satisfied. The certainty factors indicate the level of technology 
satisfaction or certainty. Using the manual being developed, a 
user will be able to determine why a technology may have been 
ruled out or where the cost and time is concentrated.
The second section is the costs, times, and mold numbers of 
the technologies with a certainty factor greater than 20. Based on 
the features of the part, geometry, manufacturing issues, and 
business issues, cost and time were associated to each feature sub­
10
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category. Once each feature’s cost and time were determined they 
were summed to give the total cost and time to produce the mold 
and run parts from that mold. The number of molds was found 
directly from process capabilities, based on the number of parts 
needed and part material chosen. The user will be able to deter­
mine which of the viable solutions is the best of those that warrant 
further investigation based on the particular needs of a company. 
Appendices B and C show, respectively, RTV molding and ma­
chined injection aluminum mold technology as written in M .l 
computer code.
CHAPTER 3
MOLD-MAKING SYSTEM DESIGN AND INTENDED USE
The mold-making expert system bridges the gap between 
design and manufacturing in the tooling industry. The system 
combines a designer’s knowledge about a part with the rules of 
thumb in the technology knowledge bases and returns the abilities 
of the technologies for the design requirements.
This system can be used primarily in two ways. First, and 
most productive, would be to take a sketched or conceptually 
designed part and consult the mold-making expert system. The 
main advantage of this method is that, from the beginning of part 
design, the manufacturing technologies which can produce this 
part are understood. Such a specific approach to manufacturing 
allows a designer to design a part making better use of the manu­
facturing technologies and avoids process limitations. At this point 
in the product development cycle, a part can be significantly  
changed at little or no cost, and a concept can be determined as 
feasible or infeasible based on the capabilities of manufacturing, 
cost, and time of parts and tooling.
The second method would be to use the expert system as a 
manufacturing tool. To make parts of a fully detailed design, the 
information about the design could be entered into the system and
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the costs, times and limitations of the various technologies could be 
accessed in just a few minutes. This would show what process to 
use to manufacture parts.
The mold-making expert system also provides a standard 
against which the vendors of a particular company can be meas­
ured. If a vendor provides a quote one and a half or two times 
higher than the results found from the expert system, the manufac­
turer would have that quote and solicit other quotes. Thus, a 
manufacturer could more quickly determine the process by which a 
part could be manufactured and access the validity of the quotes 
received.
The manufacturer could also use the mold-making expert 
system as a tool to determine the mold draw direction. If the 
manufacturer was uncertain about the mold draw direction, the 
part could be entered into the system with the different draw direc­
tions in mind. The different directions would alter the interpreta­
tion of features and, therefore, alter the final answers obtained 
from the expert system. The best result would determine how to 
assign the mold draw direction.
The mold-making expert system is expected to enhance and 
reduce the product-development cycle for industry. This will be 
accomplished by designing parts for the manufacturing processes 
and/or directing manufacturing personnel to the process and 
method of manufacturing that will best suit the needs of the 
product and business.
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CHAPTER 4
USING AND UNDERSTANDING SYSTEM INPUTS
The mold-making expert system is a feature-based system; 
thus the system considers the different types of features that make 
up the part. To effectively use the system, one must understand 
how the part will be oriented in a permanent mold. Based on this 
orientation, the user will be asked to identify features and types of 
surfaces on the part. The part orientation in the mold can affect 
the interpretation of features on the part. For example, depending 
on the direction chosen as the mold drawing direction, the hole 
through a part would be considered either a "Cut-out or Opening" 
—Direction B or a "Undercut - Hole" —Direction A (See Figure 1). 
Once a feature has been identified on the part, the system inquires 
about its required dimensions or variables.
Figures 2 though 25 illustrate some of the mold-making 
expert system variables and demonstrate how the measurements 
should be taken. This section discusses some of the inputs the 
system is seeking and the method by which features are deter­
mined. The approach is to analyze the questions in the expert 
system individually and explain how to answer the questions and 
interpret the features of the parts. Questions with the variables
14
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Direction B
Direction A
t
Direction B
Figure 1, Feature Recognition
are written with the variables in parentheses and the interpretation 
and understanding discussed in the following text. Certain 
responses will prompt additional questions. These additional 
questions are headed with the condition underlined that must be 
satisfied in order for the system to prompt the question. All the 
questions instigated by a particular response will be found under 
the conditional statement, single-spaced with no empty lines. An 
empty line means the next question is not related to the condition 
at the beginning of the previous question set.
OuestionPhlease answer the following questions.
The overall outer dimensions of the part are needed. The units for
16
these values should be inches. The length and width should be 
measured in a foreseen mold parting plane; the height would be 
perpendicular to this plane.
What is the height of the part? (height)
What is the length of the part? (length)
What is the width of the part? (width)
Figure 2. Overall Dimensions
Lines A-A and B-B (Figure 2) constitute the mold parting 
plane. The part shown in Figure 2 is oriented such that the mold 
can form the part while closed, and can be opened without destroy­
ing the part. The measurement for length is parallel to Line B-B 
and perpendicular to the draw direction of the mold. The meas­
urement for the height is parallel to Line A-A and perpendicular to
the draw direction of the mold. The measurement for width is 
parallel to the draw direction.
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Question
Uo any features on the part have contoured or blended surfaces as 
listed here? (yes or no)
1. cylindrical contours
2. spherical contours
3. conical contours
4. straight flat blends between surfaces
5. irregular contours or blends 
(contoured-and-blended-surfaces)
If contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes
^Vhich of the following contour feature types are on the part? (If 
more than one type o f feature is on the part, enter the numbers of 
the feature types with commas between the numbers.)
1. cylindrical contours
2. spherical contours
3. conical contours
4. straight flat blends between surfaces
5. irregular contours or blends
(contour-type)
Figure 3, Cylindrical Surface
18
Figure 4, Spherical Surface
Figure 5. Conical Surface
19
Figure 6, Flat Blended Surfaces
Figures 3 though 6 show the different types of surfaces; if a 
surface on the part looks very similar to one of these, select the 
response associated with that surface. If an irregular surface 
appears on the part, select 5. The part may be represented by a 
combination of several surface types. If so the part should be 
broken down into surface types and the questions which follow 
answered. A surface can appear on the outside or the inside of a 
part. If the same type of surface appears on both the outside and 
the inside, as in the above figures, the feature is considered one 
surface. If there are surfaces that are dimensionally different, 
indicate the number of different contours.
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Question
If con tour-type = 1
What is the diameter of the cylindrical contour?
(cylindrical-diameter)
What is the length or this cylindrical contour?
(cylindrical-length)
What is the angle about the centerline of the cylindrical contour 
which encompasses the surface of the entire feature? (Units in 
Degrees)
(cylindrical-angle)
How many cylindrical contours are on the part?
(cylindrical-number)
How many different types of cylindrical contours are on the part? 
(cylindrical-different)
Figure 3 shows the three variables that need to be correctly 
measured. If the length of the cylindrical surface is not exactly 
parallel to the mold draw direction then "cylindrical contour" 
should be selected as one of the surfaces. If the length of the cylin­
drical surface is exactly parallel to the mold draw direction and the
outer and inner surfaces appear as in Figure 3, the feature "rib" 
should be selected and the variable "rib-thickness-A" should be
entered as the distance between the two surfaces along the radial 
direction at the thickest section. The variable "rib-distance-A"
should be entered as the diameter if the angle of the cylindrical 
contour is larger than 180°, or else "rib-distance-A" should be 
entered as zero. The variable "rib-depth-A" should be entered as 
the length of the cylindrical contour.
If the length of the cylindrical surface is exactly parallel to 
the mold draw direction and the diameter of the contour is less 
than half an inch, do not select this cylindrical contour.
Question
If contour-type = 2
What is the diameter of the spherical contour?
(spherical-diameter)
What percent of an entire spherical surface appears on this spheri­
cal contour? (answer must be between 0 and 100)
(spherical-percent)
How many spherical contours are on the part?
(spherical-number)
How many different types of spherical contours are on the part? 
(spherical-different)
Figure 4 illustrates the spherical surface. The percent re­
quested in the above question pertains to the comparison between a 
completely round sphere and a fraction of a sphere (Figure 4). The 
percent that would be entered for Figure 4 would be 50 since half 
the spherical surface is showing.
21
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uestion
contour-type = 3
"What is the smallest diameter of the conical contour from its 
center line to the surface?
(cone-small-diameter)
What is the largest diameter of the conical contour from its center 
line to the surface?
(cone-large-diameter)
What is the length of the conical contour along its center line? 
(cone-length)
What is the angle about the center line of the conical contour which 
encompasses the surface of the entire feature? (Units in Degrees) 
(cone-angle)
Is the center line of this cone perpendicular or almost perpendicu­
lar to a foreseen mold parting plane? (yes or no)
(cone-centerline)
How many conical contours appear on the part?
(cone-number)
How many different conical contours appear on the part? 
(cone-different)
Figure 5 shows the conical surface with the different variables 
requested by the expert system.
Question
If contour-type = 4
What is the width of the straight flat blend?
(flat-width)
What is tne distance between the two surfaces connected by the
22
straight flat blend?
'flat-distance)
How many straight flat blends are on the part? 
Tlat-number)
How many different straight flat blends are on the part? 
(flat-different)
Figure 6 shows the straight flat blend with the different
variables requested by the expert system. If the width of the
straight flat blend is exactly parallel to the mold draw direction
and the outer and inner surfaces appear as in Figure 6, the feature
"rib" should be selected. The variable "rib-thickness-A" should be
entered as the distance between the two surfaces at the thickest
section. The variable "rib-distance-A" should be entered as zero,
and the variable "rib-depth-A" should be entered as the width of the
straight flat blend. When the feature "rib" is selected for a straight
flat blended surface, the straight-flat-blend contoured surface
many not need to be selected. If the width and distance of the
blend is less than half an inch, choose only the rib feature.
Suestioncontour-type = 5
Ts the irregular contour or blend on the edge of the part? (yes or 
no)
(irregular-parting)
How many irregular contours or blends are on the part? 
(irregular-number)
If a surface is so complex that it cannot be described by the 
surfaces shown above, select the irregular contour type. The edge 
of the part should be considered along the mold parting line. If the 
mold parting line is affected by this surface, respond yes to the
question, "Is the irregular contour or blend on the edge of the 
part?" For more information on this parting line, see (mold-part­
ing).
Question
If contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes
D o  any contoured or blended featureshave sharp corners with very 
little or no fillets? (yes or no)
(corners-sharp)
Figure 6 is a flat blend combining two surfaces and has two 
types of corners. One corner is formed by the blend and the lower 
left surface. As seen from the top, the angle that these two surfaces 
make with respect to each other is less than 180°. The combination 
of these two surfaces forms a concave surface. The corners on 
concave surfaces are never considered sharp because these corners 
are easily produced without special operations. The other corner 
on this part, as seen from the top, is formed by the blend and the 
upper right surface. The angle that these two surfaces make with 
respect to each other is greater than 180°. The combination of 
these two surfaces creates a convex surface. If there is little or no 
fillet on the corner on this convex surface, it is considered a sharp 
corner. If there are convex surfaces on any surface type or feature 
which have corners with little or no fillets, this question should be 
marked yes.
Question
Are there protrusions, nonorthogonal surfaces, or undercuts which 
would require slides for production tooling? (yes or no)
1. holes or pockets
2. protrusions which overhang the rest of the 
part. Snaps and Clips
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3. general undercuts
(protrusion-surfaces)
If protrusion-type = yes
Which of the following features, that require slides for production 
tooling, are on the part? (If more than one type of feature is on the 
part, enter the numbers of the feature types with commas between 
the numbers.)
1. holes or pockets
2. protrusions which overhang the rest of the part
3. general undercuts 
(protrusion-type)
Figures 7, 8, and 9 all have features which require slides or 
special tooling in production tools. For Figure 7 bottom part, "1" is 
selected for holes and pockets. The following questions are then 
asked.
If Dlw fcrotrusion-type = 1at is the depth of these holes or pockets? (Units in Inches) 
(hole-depth)
How many holes or pockets on the part have different angles with 
respect to each other? (The angles should be considered a particu­
lar orientation of a tool when drilling or milling a hole or pocket.) 
(hole-number)
How many of these holes or pockets are parallel to a foreseen mold 
parting plane?
(hole-orientation)
The depth of the holes in figure 7 is the thickness of the wall 
in which they appear. If a slide can reproduce all undercuts with 
one straight draw, all the undercuts are considered to have the 
same angle, the part shown on the top section of figure 7 shows a 
hole which is not parallel to a foreseen mold parting plane. This 
type of draw angle is a little more expensive and time-consuming to 
produce.
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1
Not parallel to  
mold partin  
liny A or B
Downward Draw Direction
F igu re 7. U n d ercu t — Hole
Question
If protrusion-type = 2
What is the distance that the protrusion overhangs the part from 
its point of attachment? (Units in Inches)
(overhang-length)
How many different overhangs are on the part?
(overhang-number)
Is the overhang or protrusion on an "appearance-important" side? 
(yes or no)
(appearance-side)
Which of the following are on the part? (If more than one type of 
feature is on the part, enter the numbers of the feature types with 
commas between the numbers.)
1. Snaps
2. Clips
3. General overhangs 
(snaps-clips)
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Protrusion Type 2 is selected when an item on the part over­
hangs another area of the part; Figure 8 shows a part with such 
features. If the mold draw direction chosen is Line A, Distance C 
will be the overhang on the part. If the mold draw direction chosen 
is Line B, Distance E will be the overhang on the part.
Direction Line A
E —
__
Distance E
T
Direction 
Line B
Direction Line A
Figure G. Protrusions Which. Overhang
Suestionprotrusion-type = 3
What total percent of the surface area does this undercut or sur­
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face make up? (Enter from 0 to 100)
(general-area)
What is the distance that is undercut? (Units in Inches) 
(general-distance)
How many different undercuts or surfaces cannot be accessed from 
the same side?
(general-number)"
Figure 9 shows a general undercut. This protrusion type is 
selected when features are produced from a direction that is or­
thogonal to the draw direction. The features, in this case, are not 
described by the other two types.
Figure 9, General Undercuts or Overhangs
uestion
re any of the following features on the part? (yes or no)£
1. Inserts
2. Screws or spirals around a part centerline
3. Ribs
(inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces)
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If inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = yes
Which of the following feature types are on the part? (If more than 
one type of feature is on the part, enter the numbers of the feature 
types with commas between the numbers.)
1. Inserts
2. Screws or spirals around a part center line
3. Ribs
(inserts-screws-ribs-type)
If inserts-screws-ribs-type = 1
How many inserts are on the part?
(insert-number)
Inserts are items that are placed into a mold; the part mate­
rial is molded around the insert.
Question
If inserts-screws-ribs-type = 2
What is the total volume percent of the screws or spirals on the 
part? (Enter from 0 to 100)
(screws-percent)
Figure 10. Screw or Spirals
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Figure 11 illustrates screws or spirals. This type of feature 
has a mold draw direction that is orthogonal to the center line of 
the spiral. The center line A-A lies in the mold parting plane. 
These features are not considered "threads on the part" since they 
are not a standard thread. Spiral volume can be found by multi­
plying spiral radius, thickness, number of turns, and 3.14.
§ uestionmserts-screws-ribs-type = 3 
How many different types of ribs are on the part? If only one, enter
1.
(rib-different) 
What is the thickness of rib A? (Units in Inches) 
(rib-thickness-A)
What is the distance between ribs A? (Units in Inches) 
(rib-distance-A)
What is the depth or height of ribs A? (Units in Inches) 
(rib-depth-A)
How many total ribs are on the part?
(rib-number)"
Ribs are considered any section which is thin and tall and not 
considered a pin. Figure 11 has examples of parts with ribs. The 
upper part in figure 11 top part shows a part with two ribs of the 
same geometric dimension. If only one rib were on this part, the 
distance between the ribs would be entered as zero. The depth or 
height of the rib is always in the direction of the draw. If there are 
more than five different types of ribs, the dimensions of the nar­
rowest and deepest rib must be one of those entered. The total 
number of different ribs should be entered; however, only the 
dimensions of five different ribs can be entered.
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Question
Is the part a hollow container? If so, select 1 or 2. If not, choose 3. 
(If more than one type of feature is on the part, enter the numbers 
of the feature types with commas between the numbers.)
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1. Two-part hollow container
2. One-part hollow container
3. Not a hollow container 
(hollow-surfaces)
If hollow-surfaces = 2
Does the containeFhave open ends or sides such that a permanent 
molding surface, which reproduces all points inside the container, 
can be withdrawn from the container without destroying the 
molded part? (yes or no)
(hollow-open)
Does the container have a narrow spout or opening? (yes or no) 
(hollow-spout)
Does the container have threads on the spout oropening for a lid? 
(yes or no)
(nollow-threads)
Loofttinj
pin
Figure 12. Two P a rt Hollow C ontainer
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Pert 1
Figure 13. One Part Hollow Container
Narrow
Threatfcd
Spout
Part 2
Figures 12 and 13 show some different types of hollow con­
tainers. Figure 12 is to be entered as two separate parts: the top 
half and the bottom half. Figure 13 shows different types of one 
part containers. Part 1 has a narrow spout and its interior cannot 
be accessed by a mold. Thus, the blow molding method would be 
used for Part 1. However, Part 2 can be produced by other types of 
mold making because the spout is broad enough withdraw a mold 
without damaging it.
Question
Does the part have either of the two features listed here? If not, 
select 3. (If more than one type of feature is on the part, enter the 
numbers of the feature types with commas between the numbers.)
1. Cutouts or openings for access areas or other parts or 
instruments to Fit through
2. Threads on the part
3. None of the above
(openings-threads-surfaces)
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ff openings-threads-surfaces = 1
3Vnat is the total area of tEe openings on the part? (Units in
Square-Inches)
(opening-area)
What is the total number of different openings on the part? 
(opening-number)
Figure 14 illustrates a sample cutout or opening. These 
features are formed by the material which has been removed. In 
the figure, a round hole and a rectangle are formed by the removal 
of material. These features, always a complete cut through the 
part’s surface, can be formed without the use of slides in produc­
tion tooling.
Mold Dibt 
Direction
Opening
Note : Total area is
the area of the  
a id e  and the 
area of the 
rectangle
Mold Dibit 
Direction
Figure 14. Cutouts or Openings
Question
If openings-threads-surfaces = 2
Bow many threads per inch are required?
(threads-perinch)
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What type of threads? (Fine or Coarse)
(threads-type)
If a part has a threaded surface that is a standard type of 
thread and the center line of the thread is in the mold parting 
plane, "threads on the part" should be selected.
Question
Are there blind holes, lipped edges for assembly purposes, or 
protruding pins on the part? If not select 4. (If more than one 
type of feature is on the part, enter the numbers of the feature 
types with commas between the numbers.)
1. Blind holes or pockets
2. Lipped edges for assembly purposes
3. Protruding pins
4. None of the above
(blind-assemble-surfaces)
If blind-assemble-surfaces = 1
How many different types of blind holes or pockets are on the part? 
If there is only one type of rib, enter 1.
(blind-different)
What is the width of the blind hole or pocket A? (Enter the small­
est width across the blind hole on the part in inches.) 
(blind-width-A)
What is the depth of the blind hole or pocket A? (Enter the depth 
associated with the smallest diameter given in inches.) 
(blind-depth-A)
What is the total number of blind holes on the part?
(blind-number)
Figure 15 illustrates a round blind hole. This feature is selected 
when holes or pockets on the part do not completely cut through its 
surface. Once all the different width and depth blind holes have 
been entered, the total number of holes is entered. If there are 
more than five different types of blind holes or pockets, the dimen­
sions of the narrowest and deepest blind hole must be one of those 
entered. The total number of different holes should be entered; 
however, only the dimensions of five different holes can be entered.
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A < Blind. Holes or Pockets
Figure 15. Blind Holes or Pockets
Question
If blind-assemble-surfaces = 2
What is the thickness of the lipped edge at its base? (Units in 
Inches)
(lip-thickness)
What is the height of the lipped edge from the base material? 
(Units in Inches)
(lip-height)
What is the total running length of the lipped edge? (Units in
Inches)
(lip-length)
Figure 16 illustrates a lipped edge. Only one set of dimen­
sions can be entered for lipped edges; therefore, the thinnest and 
tallest lipped edge should be entered. To be considered a lipped 
edge, the height must be measured in the direction of the mold 
draw.
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Mold Dnir
Direction
i
Figure 16. Lipped Edges
&uestionblind-assemble-surfaces = 3 
~How many different types of pins are on the part? If only one, 
enter 1.
(pin-different)
What is the width of pin A? (Units in Inches)
(pin-width-A)
What is the length or height of pin A from the base surface of the 
part? (Units in Inches)
(pin-height-A)
How many total pins are on the part?
(pin-number)
Figure 17 shows a locating pin on a part. To be considered a 
pin, the height must be measured in the mold draw direction. If 
there are more than five different types of locating pins, the dimen­
sions of the narrowest and tallest pin must be entered as one of the 
five. The total number of different pins should be entered; howev­
er, only the dimensions of five different pins can be entered.
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Figure 17. Protruding Pin
Suestiono any of the following descriptions identify features on the part? 
If not, select 5. (If more than one type of feature is on the part, 
enter the numbers of the feature types with commas between the 
numbers.)
1. General appearance is thin and flat or slightly curved
2. Tear seams on part
3. Lettering on surface of part
4. The part is a fan
5. None of the above
(general-surfaces)
If general-surfaces = 1
What is the material thickness of this thin and flat part? (Units in 
Inches)
(thin-flat)
Figure 18 shows a thin and flat part with three rectangular 
openings.
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F igure 18. Thin, a n d  F lat
If general-surfaces = 2
What is the thickness of the material along the tear seam? (Units 
in Inches)
(tear-thickness)
What is the total running length of the tear seam on the part? 
(tear-length)
If general-surfaces = 3
~Are the letters on the part standard letter type or a company 
logo/art work? (If both types, separate the numbers with commas.)
1. Standard lettering
2. Logo/Artwork 
(letter-type)
If general-surfaces = 3 and letter-type = 1
Ts the surface, on which the standard letters appear flat or curved? 
(flat or curved)
(standard-surface)
How many letters does the standard lettering include?
(standard-letters)
What is the depth of the standard letters in the base material or 
the relief distance the standard letters stand off the base material? 
(Units in Inches)
(standard-depth)
If general-surface 3 and letter-type 2
Is the artwork or logo on a flat or curved~surface? (flat or curved) 
(artwork-surface)
What is the depth of the artwork in the base material or the relief 
distance the artwork stands off the base material? (Units in 
Inches)
For lettering, only one depth or relief distance can be entered. 
Enter a weighted average of the lettering dimensions on the part.
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Question
If general-surfaces = 4
Bo the fan blades overlap each other as seen from the front of the 
fan? (yes or no)
(fan-overlap)
Figure 19, Fan with. Nonoverlapping Fan Blades
Figure 30, Fan TVith Overlapping Fan Blades
Figures 19 and 20 show two different types of fans. Figure 19 
has nonoverlapping fan blades and Figure 20 has overlapping fan 
blades. In Figure 20, a fan as viewed from the front, one can see 
that the edges of the fan blades overlap.
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Question
Which of the following materials would be acceptable materials for 
the molded part? If more than one selection is desired, enter the 
numbers with commas between them.
Thermoplastics, cold set plastics, or composites which are
1. A glass material or high strength material
2. Medium strength and elastic material
3. Very elastic
Thermosetting or hot set plastics including composites which are
4. A glass material or high strength material
5. Medium strength and elastic material
6. Very elastic 
Other materials
7. Cold molding materials including epoxies
8. Urethane
9. Expanded polystyrene
10. Aluminum
11. Steel
12. Other metal
13. Wax 
(part-material)
When selecting part material, it is important to enter all 
possibilities. Selection of thermoplastic or thermosetting plastic 
provides insight to the type of epoxy or urethane that could be used 
if either of these is a potential solution.
Question
Is a Computer Aided Design (CAD) file of the part to be supplied 
to the tooling manufacturer? (yes or no)
(cad-file)
If cad-file = yes
Which of theTollowing types of CAD files will be supplied? (Enter 
1, 2,3. or 4)
1 .3-D Wire frame
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2 .3- D Surface model
3 .3- D Solid model
4. 2-D Drawings
(cad-file-type)
Figure 21 illustrates the different types of CAD files. Wire 
frames are defined with lines only. Surface models define only 
surfaces but are hollow inside. Solid models completely define all 
the points in which material is found.
—
x :
Tire Frame Surface Model
1 1
Solid Model
Figure 21, Computer-Aided. Design. Drawings
Question
Is the parting plane orthogonal or nonorthogonal? (Ortho or Non)
(mold-parting)
If mold-parting = non
"Does the nonorthogonal parting plane have straight and flat part­
ing edges? (yes or no)
(mold-parting-type)
If an acceptable plane can be defined that is orthogonal to the 
mold draw direction and encompasses all of the points on the outer 
edges of the part, then the mold parting line is orthogonal. If a 
plane cannot be defined on the part or a plane cannot be defined 
without leaving unacceptable mold parting line marks on the edge 
of the part, the mold parting line is nonorthogonal. If a parting 
line is nonorthogonal, the edge is either nonstraight as in Figure 22 
or straight as in Figure 23 . This is due to the geometry along the 
mold parting edge. Figures 22 and 23 show two different types of 
nonorthogonal mold parting planes. They are considered nonorth­
ogonal because the edge of the part cannot be found in an accept­
able mold parting plane. If a mold parting plane were defined 
across one side of the part, it would leave a crease. This crease is 
unacceptable and forces the mold parting line to lie along the 
upper edge of the part and be considered nonorthogonal.
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Mold Drair 
Direction
Figure 22. Mold Parting lin e  Nonorthogonal 
Nonstraight
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Mold D nir  
Direction
Figure 33. Mold Parting Line Nonorthogonal 
Straight
It is important that all the features found on the part be 
represented in the system in one form or another. If the part has 
not been represented with sufficient features, the cost and time will 
be underestimated. If the part has been over represented, cost and 
time will be overestimated. A feature on the part, generally, need 
only be described by one feature in the system. If an opening in the 
part has a complex outline, the feature would only need to be de­
scribed by an opening or irregular contour based on the degree of 
complexity and depth of the opening. If the opening were deep, 
then it would probably be better represented by the irregular 
contour.
Appendix D presents the questions in the input section of the
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mold making expert system. This Appendix gives all of the variable 
names and the interdependence of the question-asking-sequence.
CHAPTER 5
EDITING AND RECONSULTING THE 
EXPERT SYSTEM
Editing and reconsulting the mold making expert system is 
relatively easy for minor changes. As long as the cache was saved 
when the system prompted the user to do so, editing and reconsult­
ing can be achieved.
Certain steps must be taken when the system prompts the 
user to save or make changes to the cache. (Note that changes can 
be made at any time during the consultation.) To save the cache, 
the user must press the F10 key to move to the pull-down menus at 
the top of the page. The left and right arrow keys can then be used 
to move from one pull-down menu to the next. With the word 
"CACHE" highlighted in red at the top of the page, the menu will be 
displayed, and the up and down arrows can be used to select the 
desired option within the menu. Use the up and down arrows to 
select "SAVECACHE IN TEXT FORMAT," as seen in Figure 24. 
While these words are highlighted, press the return or enter key. A 
blue box containing the words "FILENAME FOR CACHE FILE" 
will appear at the top left corner of the page as seen in Figure 25. 
At this point, the file name to which the inputs will be saved should
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| Exerutinn Knowledge Rase ■ Cache | Tracing
n .l>  n------------------------------------------------- n
loadcache cache f i l e  
reset a l l  e n tries  
reset an expression
auecaclie in te x t format
sauecache in fa s t-lo a d  form 
set an expression 
shou a l l  e n trie s  
shou ualue of expr.
' ■ -—ESC to  Cancel'
FZ S c ro ll 19 nude F1H Menus__________ fl. 1 Tehnouledge. Inc.
Figure 24. Savecache
Execution______ Knowledge Base______ Cache______ Tracing
F II. EMOTE fo r  Cache f i l e '
■ESC to  Cancel
FZ S c ro ll F9 node F1H Heims___________f l . l  Teknouledge. In c .
Figure 25. Cache Name
be entered. Type the name, then press the enter key; the cache is 
now saved.
There are a couple different methods by which a previously 
saved cache file can be edited. If the system has sought the values 
of "process" and "found," the cache must be reset and the saved 
cache reloaded. If the system has not sought the values of "proc­
ess" and "found," the system must only be edited. To reset the 
cache, pull down the "CACHE" menu. Highlight the words "RESET 
ALL ENTRIES" and press the enter key. Figure 24 shows the 
menu which contains these words. Once this is complete, the 
"CACHE" menu must be pulled down again and the words 
"LOADCACHE CACHE FILE" highlighted. With this selected, 
highlight the name of the file to be modified, then press the enter 
key. Now the cache is reloaded.
The first method to edit the cache would be to use an editor or 
word processor that can save text in ASCII format. This is the 
simplest method because word searches and other capabilities 
resident in these programs can be used. The user can then exam­
ine the fist of variables fine by fine and make the necessary 
changes. Using the "Input Variables and Their Conditional 
Dependence" form shown in Appendix D, the user can identify the 
variables that need to be changed for a reconsultation.
The second method to edit a cache is by using the expert shell 
M .l directly; this can be accomplished in two different ways. The 
first option is to reset a variable and allow the input section of the 
mold making expert system to prompt you for the new values. To 
reset a variable, pull down the "CACHE" menu, highlight "RESET 
AN EXPRESSION," then press the enter key. A blue box wifi
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appear at the top of the screen; this is where the expression name 
must be typed. Type the full and exact variable name, then press 
the enter key; the variable is now reset. To enter the new variable 
value, pull down the "EXECUTION" menu, highlight "FIND A 
VALUE," as seen in Figure 26, then press the enter key. A blue box 
similar to the one in Figure 25 containing the words "EXPRES­
SION TO FIND" will appear. Type "input" and press the enter key. 
The system will prompt the user with the proper question to fill the 
variable.
The second option is to set variables. To set a variable, pull 
down the "CACHE" menu, highlight "SET AN EXPRESSION," then 
press the enter key. A blue box will appear at the top of the screen. 
Type the full and exact variable name in this box.
Execution KnnuIedge Base Cache Tracing
abort consu ltation  . . ftLT-fl 
core space aua lia b le  
e x it  to  DOS . ................ftLT-Q
|finrt a ud lue . . . . . . .  .ALT-F
run consultation..ftLT-G  
help
oake end-user systen 
options For response 
re s ta r t  consultation  
uhy is n . l  asking . . .ftLT-U
ESC to Cancel
Figure 26. Execution Menu
After the name, enter a space, an equal sign, another space, and
the value to which the variable should be set. If the variable is 
multivalued (it holds more than one value), this will only add 
another value to that variable.
To reconsult the system, the old cache must be reset (if one 
exists in the system) and the saved cache must be loaded. Once 
this has been done, the information for process, cost, time, and 
mold number can be found. To find "process," pull down the 
"EXECUTION" menu, highlight down "FIND A VALUE," and press 
the enter key. A blue box will appear at the top of the screen. Type 
the word "process" and press enter key. The system will then 
search for the value of process. To find the paragraph on cost, 
time, and mold number, repeat this process replacing "process" 
with "found" in the blue box. This display the paragraphs for those 
processes which have a certainty of 20 or greater.
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CHAPTER 6
VERIFICATION OF THE MOLD-MAKING EXPERT SYSTEM
As long as the answer found is worth the time invested the 
mold-making expert system has value. Interpretation of "the 
technology" to use for a part design is seemingly impossible be­
cause the needs of companies vary and competing technologies are 
typically chosen based on personal preference or familiarity. 
Depending on business pressures, foreseen possibilities, and the 
willingness to take risks, a particular technology might appeal to 
one person but not another; therefore, a paragraph displays addi­
tional information about a technology in regards to the part in 
question. The user can then select, from the technologies which 
can produce the part, the one that best fits his needs.
The usefulness of the system is directly related to the validity 
of the answers calculated by the system. The validity of these 
answers was tested by using parts that had already been produced 
from molds and comparing the results from the actual process 
conducted by the mold maker to the calculated results of the mold 
making expert system.
To validate the two technologies in the system—RTV molding 
and machined-injection-aluminum-molding—three parts were
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chosen for which RTV molds had been made and two parts were 
chosen for which machined-injection-aluminum-molds had been 
made. For proprietary reasons, the part drawings are not provided 
herein. The two parts used to test the validity of machined-injec- 
tion-aluminum-molding technology, will be called Dash and 
Panel. The three parts used to test the validity of RTV molding will 
be called Housing, Stand, and Clip. Interpretation of the part 
features and filled knowledge bases are presented in Appendix E 
along with drawings of RTV and injection molds.
The dash was a relatively flat part with features such as two 
cylindrical-contours, sixteen openings, five flat-blends, twenty nine 
ribs, six pins, and fourteen letters. The number of parts to be 
produced from this mold precluded the use of RTV molding. The 
number of molds for RTV molding was very high; this drove up the 
cost. The estimated cost and time to produce the machined-injec- 
tion-aluminum-mold fell within two percent of actual while the 
estimated cost and cycle time to produce parts from the mold were 
within 30 percent of actual. The tabulated results can be seen in 
Appendix E. To reduce the percent error more than this would 
have required several more variables. Since the main objective was 
concept verification, the solutions obtained were accepted and 
considered within a reasonable value for the effort exerted by the 
user. The total percent error fell within nine percent of the actual 
information known on this part.
The part labeled panel was tall with features such as two 
cylindrical-contours, three flat-blends, two irregular-contours, ten
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ribs, thirteen openings, seven pins, and a nonorthogonal parting 
line. For this part, machined-ii^ection-aluminum-mold estimated 
cost and time were within seven percent of actual. The estimated 
cost per part and the cycle time were within twelve percent of actu­
al. The total percent error—less than six—was considered very 
good. The tabulated results can be seen in Appendix E. Since both 
Dash and Panel fell within a total percent error of nine, the ma- 
chined-injection-aluminum-molding technology was considered to 
be accurately represented.
An example of the output screen for the RTV-part Housing 
can be seen in Figure 27.
Execution______ KnouledgeBase______ Cache______ Tracing
If you would lik e  to change answers or saue the cache before consulting the 
knowledge base of techn ologies, then do i t  now. Once you are fin ish ed  with 
these operations then type: done
»  d
process = rtu (99x) because rule-1205 and rule-1200 and rule-1180 and
rule-1105 and rule-1095 and rule-1090 and rule-1075 and rule-1065 and rule-1060
and rule-1045 and rule-1035 and rule-1030 and rule-1025 and rule-1020 and
r u le -1016 and r u le -1000 and rule-826.
process = nachlned_lnjectlon_aluninun (84z) because rule-2215 and rule-2195
and rule-2175 and rule-2140 and rule-2070 and rule-2055 and rule-2035 and
rule-2000.
n.i>
Using a rtu nold, It w ill co st $2006.89 and the tin e  to  produce the nold tooling  
is  10.75 days. To produce parts fron th is  nold, i t  w ill co st $176.01 per part 
and the cycle  t in e  per part is  480 ninutes. The follow ing nunber of nolds need 
to  be produced; 1.
Using a nachined_injection_aluninun nold, i t  w ill  co st $52921.41 and the t in e  to  
produce the nold too lin g  is  94.7975 days. To produce parts fron th is  nold, i t  
w ill co st  $67.00 per part and the cycle  tin e  per part is  0.329794 n inutes. The 
fallow ing nunber of nolds need to  be produced: 1. 1 .5 .
found = done (99*) because rule-835.
n.i>
F2 Scroll F9 Mode FIR Menus H.l Teknnwledge, Inc. READV
Figure 27. Output Screen
All the RTV-molded parts turned out extremely well. The 
housing had one spherical-contour, seven flat-blends, twenty four 
ribs, five openings, six blind holes, one lipped edge, and seven pins. 
The stand had three cylindrical-contours, six flat-blends, one 
irregular-contour, two hole-undercuts, two general-undercuts, 
thirty ribs, four openings, twelve pins, and a nonorthoganal parting 
line. The clip had one cylindrical-contour, one spherical-contour, 
one cone, and three ribs. The highest percent error was eight and a 
half and the highest total percent error was 3.4 percent. The 
tabulated results for the RTV-molded parts can be seen in Appen­
dix E. Therefore, it was concluded that the RTV molding technolo­
gy was well-represented.
A presentation of the rapid mold making expert system was 
presented to Mr. Lee Phillips, Supervisor, Wood Model & Plastics 
Shops, Jeep and Truck Engineering, of Chrysler and four manag­
ers working at Chrysler. Their response to the system and the 
concept was very positive. Mr. Bob Von Berge told a story of a 
designer trying to find the part on a prototype minivan. The de­
signer had designed a part and was trying to find where it was on 
the van. Mr. Von Berge asked the man what the problem was in 
finding the part. The designer replied, "I can’t seem to find the 
grid-lines on the van." All of those who heard the presentation of 
the rapid mold making expert system all agreed that the designers 
and the manufactures are out of touch with each other and a 
system such as this could bring the two fields together. They also 
agreed that the system needs more technologies represented.
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Adding more technologies would be more useful than enhancing 
the two technologies already in the system.
CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS
A rapid mold making expert system was developed using the 
expert system shell M.l. This low level backward-chaining expert 
system was used to verify the concept and the feasibility of marry­
ing designed parts with manufacturing processes throughout the 
product development cycle. Five different parts were used to test 
the estimated values of time, cost, and number of molds calculated 
by the expert system with the actual values known. For the two 
manufacturing technologies represented in the expert system, RTV 
molding and machined-injection-aluminum molding, the total 
percent error was within 3.4 and 9 respectively. Based on these 
results which showed that the actual versus the calculated values 
were within a total of ten percent error, it was concluded that the 
system is useful and has successfully accomplished the goals set 
forth.
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CHAPTER 8 
RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to better capture the expert knowledge in the manu­
facturing technologies represented in the system, the number of 
inputs must be ideally adjusted and more time must be spent with 
experts in these Helds of manufacturing. Also, it would be benefi­
cial to add more technologies to obtain a better understanding of 
the system’s usefulness as the number of options a designer or 
manufacturer must consider increases. Addressing more technolo­
gies is believed to be more important.
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APPENDIX A 
M l CODE FOR INPUTS
57
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initialdata = over, 
goal = process, 
initialdata = info-found.
rule-1:
if height = H and 
length = L and 
width = W
then input = done cf 90. 
question(height) =
’Please answer the following questions.
The over all outer dimensions of the part are needed. The units for 
these values should be inches. The length and width should be 
measured in a foreseen mold parting plane and the height would be 
perpendicular to this plane.
What is the height of the part?’. 
question(length) = ’What is the length of the part?’. 
question(width) = ’What is the width of the part?’.
rule-5:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes 
then input = done cf 0.
question(contoured-and-blended-surfaces) =
’Do any features on the poart have contoured or blended surfaces 
as listed here? (yes or no)
1 cylindrical contours
2 spherical contours
3 conical contours
4 straight flat blends between surfaces
5 irregular contours or blends’.
legalvals (contoured-and-blended-surfaces) =
[yes,no].
multivalued (contour-type).
legalvals (contour-type) = [1,2,3,4,5].
rule-10:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = A
then input = done cf 0. 
question (contour-type) =
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’Which of the following contour feature types are on the part? (If 
more than one type of feature is on the part enter the numbers of 
the feature type with commas between the numbers)
1 cylindrical contours
2 spherical contours
3 conical contours
4 straight flat blends between surfaces
5 irregular contours or blends’. 
rule-15:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes 
and contour-type = 1 and
cylindrical-diameter = A and 
cylindrical-length = B and 
cylindrical-angle = C and 
cylindrical-different = E and 
cylindrical-number = D
then input = done cf 0.
question(cylindrical-diameter) =
’What is the diameter of the cylindrical contour?’.
question(cylindrical-length) =
’What is the length of this cylindrical contour?’.
question(cylindrical-angle) =
’What is tne angle about the centerline of the cylindrical contour 
which encompasses the surface of the entire feature? (Units in 
Degrees)*.
question(cylindrical-number) =
’How many cylindrical contours are on the part?’.
question(cylindrical-different) =
’How many different types of cylindrical contours are on the 
part?’. 
rule-20:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 2 and 
spherical-diameter = A and 
spherical-percent = B and 
spherical-different = D and 
spherical-number = C
then input = done cf 0.
question(spherical-diameter) =
’What is the diameter of the spherical contour?’.
auestion(spherical-percent) =
’What percent of an entire spherical surface appears on this
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spherical contour? (answer is to be between 0 and 100)’.
question(spherical-number) = ’How many spherical contours are 
on the part?’.
question(spherical-different) =
’How many different types of spherical contours are on the part?’.
rule-25:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 3 and 
cone-small-diameter = A and 
cone-large-diameter = B and 
cone-length = C and 
cone-angle = D and 
cone-centerline = E and 
cone-different = G and 
cone-number = F
then input = done cf 0.
question(cone-small-diameter) =
’What is the smallest diameter of the conical contour from its 
centerline to the surface?’, 
question (cone-large-diameter) =
*What is the largest diameter of the conical contour from its cen­
terline to the surface?’.
question (cone-length) =
’What is the length of the conical contour along its centerline?’.
question (cone-angle) =
’What is the angle about the centerline of the conical contour 
which encompasses the surface of the entire feature? (Units in 
Degrees)’.
question(cone-centerline) =
’Is the centerline of this cone perpendicular or almost perpendicu­
lar to a foreseen mold parting plane? (yes or no)’, 
legalvals (cone-centerline) = [yes,no].
^uestion(cone-number) = ’How many conical contours appear on 
question(cone-different) =
’How many different conical contours appear on the part?’.
rule-30:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 4 and
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flat-distance = A and 
flat-width = B and 
flat-different = F and 
flat-number = E
then input = done cf 0.
question (flat-width) = ’What is the width of the straight flat 
question(flat-distance) =
’What is the distance between the two surfaces being connected by 
the straight flat blend?’.
question(flat-number) = ’How many straight flat blends are on 
the part?’.
question(flat-different) =
’How many different straight flat blends are on the part?’. 
rule-35:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 5 and 
irregular-parting = A and 
irregular-number = B
then input = done cf 0.
question (irregular-parting) =
’Is the irregular contour or blend on the edge of the part? 
(yes,no)’.
legalvals (irregular-parting) = [yes,no].
question(irregular-number) =
’How many o f irregular contours or blends are on the part?’. 
rule-36:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
corners-sharp = A
then input = done cf 0. 
question(corners-sharp) =
’Do any of the contoured or blended features have sharp corners 
on them with very little or no fillets? (yes or no)’, 
legalvals (corners-sharp) = [yes,no].
rule-40:
if textured-surfaces = yes 
then input = done cf 0.
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question(textured-surfaces) =
’Are there any textured surfaces on the part as listed here? 
(yes or no)
1 polished surfaces
2 wood carved or other irregular texture 
on surface
3 etched surfaces’.
legalvals (textured-surfaces) = [yes,no].
multivalued (texture-type).
legalvals (texture-type) = [1,2,3].
rule-45:
if textured-surfaces = yes and 
texture-type = A
then input = done cf 0. 
quest ion (texture-tvpe) =
’Which of the following texture types are on the part? (If more 
than one type of feature is on the part enter the numbers of the 
feature type with commas between the numbers)
1. polished surfaces
2. wood carved or other irregular texture on 
surface
3. etched surfaces’.
rule-50:
if textured-surfaces = yes and 
texture-type = 1 and 
polished-finish = A and 
polished-area = B
then input = done cf 0.
question (polished-finish) =
’What is the polish needed on the part? Enter one of the following 
SPI classes.
Class Class Class
A-l A-2 A-3
B-l B-2 B-3
C-l C-2 C-3
D-l D-2 D-3’.
^le^alvak(polished-finish) = [a-l,a-2,a-3,b-l,b-2,b-3,c-l,c-2,c-3,d-
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question(polished-area) =
’What is the surface area which needs this level of polishing? 
(Enter this in terms of square inches)’.
rule-55:
if textured-surfaces = yes and 
texture-type = 2 and 
wood-area = A
then input = done cf 0.
question (wood-area) =
’What is the surface area which has a wood carved or other irregu­
lar texture? (Enter this in terms of square inches)’. 
rule-60:
if textured-surfaces = yes and 
texture-type = 3 and 
etched-fimsh = A and 
etched-area = B and 
etched-pattern = C
then input = done cf 0. 
question(etched-finish) =
’How many thousandths deep is the surface to be etched? (Enter 
this in units between 0 and 100)’.
question(etched-area) =
’What is the surface area which has this etched texture? (Enter 
this in terms of square inches)’.
question(etched-pattern) =
’Is the etching done in a wood grain or some other pattern? (yes 
or no)’.
legalvals (etched-pattern) = [yes,no].
rule-65:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 1
then cylindrical-diameter-size = 0. 
rule-70:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 1
then cylindrical-length-size = 0. 
rule-75:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 1
then cylindrical-angle-size = 0.
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if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 1
then cylindrical-different-size = 0. 
rule-85:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 2
then spherical-diameter-size = 0. 
rule-90:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 2
then spherical-percent-size = 0.
rule-80:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or
not contour-type = 1
then cylindrical-number-size = 0.
rule-81:
rule-95:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 2
then spherical-number-size = 0. 
rule-96:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 2
then spherical-different-size = 0. 
rule-100:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 3
then cone-smaH-diameter-size = 0. 
rule-105:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 3
then cone-large-diameter-size = 0. 
rule-110:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 3
then cone-lengtn-size = 0. 
rule-115:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 3
then cone-angle-size = 0.
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if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 3
then cone-different-size = 0. 
rule-125:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 4
then flat-width-size = 0. 
rule-130:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 4
then flat-distance-size = 0. 
rule-145:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 4
then flat-number-size = 0. 
rule-146:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 4
then flat-different-size = 0. 
rule-155:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or 
not contour-type = 5
then irregular-number-size = 0.
rule-120:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no or
not contour-type = 3
then cone-number-size = 0.
rule-121:
rule-165:
if textured-surfaces = no or 
not texture-type = 1
then polished-area-size = 0.
rule-170:
if textured-surfaces = no or 
not texture-type = 2
then wood-area-size = 0. 
rule-175:
if textured-surfaces = no or 
not texture-type = 3
then etched-finish-size = 0.
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if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 1 and 
cylindrical-diameter = A
then cylindrical-diameter-size = A. 
rule-190:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 1 and 
cylindrical-length = A
then cylindrical-Tength-size = A. 
rule-195:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 1 and 
cylindrical-angle = A
then cylindrical-angle-size = A. 
rule-200:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 1 and 
cylindrical-number = A
then cylindrical-number-size = A. 
rule-201:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 1 and 
cylindrical-different = A
then cylindrical-different-size = A. 
rule-205:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 2 and 
spherical-diameter = A
then spherical-diameter-size = A. 
rule-210:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 2 and 
spherical-percent = A
then spherical-percent-size = A. 
rule-215:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 2 and
rule-180:
if textured-surfaces = no or
not texture-type = 3
then etched-area-size = 0.
rule-185:
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spherical-number = A 
then spherical-number-size = A.
rule-216:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 2 and 
spherical-different = A
then spherical-different-size = A. 
rule-220:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 3 and 
cone-small-diameter = A
then cone-small-diameter-size = A. 
rule-225:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 3 and 
cone-large-diameter = A
then cone-large-diameter-size = A. 
rule-230:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 3 and 
cone-length = A
then cone-Tength-size = A. 
rule-235:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 3 and 
cone-angle = A
then cone-angle-size = A. 
rule-240:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 3 and 
cone-number = A
then cone-number-size = A. 
rule-241:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 3 and 
cone-different = A
then cone-different-size = A. 
rule-245:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 4 and 
flat-width = A
then flat-width-size = A.
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rule-250:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 4 and 
flat-distance = A
then flat-distance-size = A. 
rule-265:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 4 and 
flat-number = A
then flat-number-size = A. 
rule-266:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 4 and 
flat-different = A
then flat-different-size = A. 
rule-275:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
contour-type = 5 and 
irregular-number = A
then irregular-number-size = A.
rule-285:
if textured-surfaces = yes and 
texture-type = 1 and 
polished-area = A
then polished-area-size = A. 
rule-290:
if textured-surfaces = yes and 
texture-type = 2 and 
wood-area = A
then wood-area-size = A. 
rule-300:
if textured-surfaces = yes and 
texture-type = 3 and 
etched-fimsh = A
then etched-finish-size = A. 
rule-305:
if textured-surfaces = yes and 
texture-type = 3 and 
etched-area = A
then etched-area-size = A. 
rule-310:
if protrusion-surfaces = yes 
then input = done cf 0.
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question(protrusion-surfaces) =
’Are there protrusions, non orthogonal surfaces, or undercuts 
which would require slides for production tooling? (yes or no)
1 holes or pockets
2 protrusions which overhang the rest of the part
snaps
clips
3 general undercuts’.
legalvals (protrusion-surfaces) = [yes,no].
multivalued (protrusion-type).
legalvals (protrusion-type) = [1,2,3],
rule-311:
if protrusion-surfaces = yes and 
protrusion-tvpe = A
then input = done cf 0. 
question (protrusion-type) =
’Which of the following features, which require slides for produc­
tion tooling, are on the part? (If more than one type of feature is 
on the part, enter the numbers of the feature type with commas be 
tween the numbers)
1. holes or pockets
2. protrusions which overhang the rest of the part
3. general undercuts’.
rule-315:
if protrusion-surfaces = yes and 
jrotrusion-type = 1 and 
lole-depth = A and 
lole-number = B and 
hole-orientation = C
then input = done cf 0.
question (hole-depth) =
’What is the depth of these holes or pockets? (Enter in units of 
inches)’.
question(hole-number) =
’How many holes or pockets are on the part have different angles 
with respect to each other? (The angles would be considered a 
particular orientation of a tool when drilling or milling a hole or 
pocket)’.
question (hole-orientation) =
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’How many of these holes or pockets are parallel to a foreseen 
mold parting plane?’. 
rule-320:
if protrusion-surfaces = yes and 
protrusion-type = 2 and 
overhang-length = A and 
overhang-number = B and 
appearance-side = C and 
snaps-clips = D
then input = donecfO.
question(overhang-length) =
■What is the distance that the protrusion overhangs the part from 
its point of attachment? (Enter in units of inches)’.
question(overhang-number) = ’How many different overhangs are 
on the part?’.
question(appearance-side) =
’Is the overhang or protrusion on an "appearance-important" side? 
(yes or no)’.
legalvals (appearance-side) = [yes,no].
question(snaps-clips) =
’Which of the following are on the part? (If more than one type of 
feature is on the part, enter the numbers of the feature type with 
commas between tne numbers)
1. Snaps
2. Clips
3. General overhangs’, 
multivalued (snaps-clips). 
legalvals(snaps-clips) = [1,2,3]. 
rule-325:
if protrusion-surfaces = yes and 
protrusion-type = 3 and 
general-area = A and 
general-distance = B and 
general-number = C
then input = done cf 0. 
question (general-area) =
’What total percent of the surface area does this undercut or 
surface make up? (Enter from 0 to 100)’.
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question(general-distance) =
’What is the distance that is undercut? (Enter in units of inches)’, 
question (general-number) =
’How many different undercuts or surfaces cannot be accessed 
from the same side?’. 
rule-330:
if protrusion-surfaces = no or 
not protrusion-type = 1
then hole-number-size = 0. 
rule-335:
if protrusion-surfaces = no or 
not protrusion-type -  1
then hole-depth-size = 0.
rule-336:
if protrusion-surfaces = no or 
not protrusion-type = 1
then hole-orientation-size = 0. 
rule-340:
if protrusion-surfaces = no or 
not protrusion-type = 2
then overhang-length-size = 0.
rule-345:
if protrusion-surfaces = no or 
not protrusion-type = 2
then overhang-number-size = 0. 
rule-350:
if protrusion-surfaces = no or 
not protrusion-type = 3
then general-area-size = 0.
rule-355:
if protrusion-surfaces = no or 
not protrusion-type = 3
then general-distance-size = 0.
rule-360:
if protrusion-surfaces = no or 
not protrusion-type = 3
then general-number-size = 0. 
rule-365:
if protrusion-surfaces = yes and 
protrusion-type = 1 and
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hole-number = A 
then hole-number-size = A.
rule-370:
if protrusion-surfaces = yes and 
protrusion-type = 1 and 
nole-depth = A
then hole-depth-size = A. 
rule-371:
if protrusion-surfaces = yes and
Krotrusion-type = 1 and ole-orientation = Athen hole-orientation-size = A.
rule-375:
if protrusion-surfaces = yes and 
protrusion-type = 2 and 
overhang-length = A
then overhang-Tength-size = A. 
rule-380:
if protrusion-surfaces = yes and 
protrusion-type = 2 and 
overhang-number = A
then overhang-number-size = A. 
rule-385:
if protrusion-surfaces = yes and 
protrusion-type = 3 and 
general-area = A
then general-area-size = A. 
rule-390:
if protrusion-surfaces = yes and 
protrusion-type = 3 and 
general-distance = A
then general-distance-size = A. 
rule-395:
if protrusion-surfaces = yes and 
protrusion-type = 3 and 
general-number = A
then general-number-size = A. 
rule-400:
if inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = yes 
then input = done cf 0.
question(inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces) =
’Are there any of the following features on the part? (yes or no)
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1 Inserts
2 Screws or spirals around a part centerline
3 Ribs’.
legalvals(inserts.-screws-ribs-surfaces) = [yes,no], 
multivalued (inserts-screws-ribs-type). 
legalvals(inserts-screws-ribs-type) = [1,2,3].
rule-405:
if inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = yes and 
inserts-screws-ribs-type = A
then input = done cf 0. 
question(inserts-screws-ribs-type) =
’Which of the following feature types are on the part? (If more 
than one type of feature is on the part, enter the numbers of the 
feature type with commas between tne numbers)
1. Inserts
2. Screws or spirals around a part centerline
3. Ribs’.
rule-410:
if inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = yes and 
inserts-screws-ribs-type = 1 and 
insert-number = A
then input = done cf 0.
question(insert-number) = ’How many inserts are on the part?’.
rule-415:
if inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = yes and 
inserts-screws-ribs-type = 2 and 
screws-percent = yes
then input = done cf 0.
question(screws-percent) =
*What is the total volume percent of the screws or spirals on the
part? (Enter from 0 to 100).
rule-420:
if inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = yes and 
inserts-screws-ribs-type = 3 and 
rib-different = A ana 
A-l = B and
A-2 = C and 
A-3 = D and 
A-4 = E and
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rib-thickness-E = F and 
rib-thickness-E = V and 
rib-distance-E = G and 
rib-depth-E = H and 
rib-thickness-D = I and 
rib-distance-D = J and 
rib-depth-D = K and 
rib-thickness-C = L and 
rib-distance-C = M and 
rib-depth-C = N and 
rib-thickness-B = P and 
rib-distance-B = Q and 
rib-depth-B = R and 
rib-thickness-A = S and 
rib-distance-A = T and 
rib-depth-A = U and 
rib-number = AA
then input = done cf 0. 
rib-thickness-0 = 0. 
rib-thickness- -1 = 0. 
rib-thickness- -2 = 0. 
rib-thickness- -3 = 0. 
rib-thickness- -4 = 0. 
rib-distance-0 = 0. 
rib-distance- -1 = 0. 
rib-distance- -2 = 0. 
rib-distance- -3 = 0. 
rib-distance- -4 = 0. 
rib-depth-0 = 0. 
rib-depth- -1 = 0. 
rib-depth- -2 = 0. 
rib-depth- -3 = 0. 
rib-depth- -4 = 0.
question (rib-different) =
How many different types of ribs are on the part? If there is only 
one type of rib type 1.’.
question(rib-thickness-A) = [’What is the thickness of rib ’,A,’? 
(Enter this in units of inches)’].
question(rib-distance-A) = [’What is the distance between ribs 
’,A,’? (Enter this in units of inches)’].
question (rib-depth-A) = [’What is the depth or height of ribs ’jA,’? 
(Enter this in units of inches)’].
question(rib-number) = ’How many total ribs are on the part?’. 
rule-425:
if inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = no or
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not inserts-screws-ribs-type = 1 
then insert-number-size = 0.
rule-430:
if inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = no or 
not inserts-screws-ribs-type = 2
then screws-percent-size = 0. 
rule-435:
if inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = no or 
not inserts-screws-ribs-type = 3
then rib-different-size = 0. 
rule-445:
if inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = no or 
not inserts-screws-ribs-type = 3
then rib-number-size = 0. 
rule-455:
if inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = yes and 
inserts-screws-ribs-type = 1 and 
insert-number = A
then insert-number-size = A. 
rule-460:
if inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = yes and 
inserts-screws-ribs-type = 2 and 
screws-percent = A
then screws-percent-size = A. 
rule-465:
if inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = yes and 
inserts-screws-ribs-type = 3 and 
rib-different = A
then rib-different-size = A. 
rule-475:
if inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = yes and 
inserts-screws-ribs-type = 3 and 
rib-number = A
then rib-number-size = A. 
rule-485:
if hollow-surfaces = 3 
then input = done cf 0.
question(hollow-surfaces) =
’Is the part a hollow container? If so select 1 or 2. If not then 
choose 3. (If more than one type of feature is on the part, enter the 
numbers of the feature type with commas between the numbers)
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1 Two-part hollow container
2 One-part hollow container
3 Not a hollow container’, 
legalvals (hollow-surfaces) = [1,2,3].
rule-490:
if hollow-surfaces = 1 and 
hollow-type = A
then input = done cf 0. 
question (hollow-type) =
’The two part hollow container should be entered into the system 
as two parts with which the system can determine the best molding 
process to use. You should start over again and this time describe 
the part using the other feature descriptions available. To start 
over, just type "abort" at this prompt and then "go".’.
rule-495:
if hollow-surfaces = 2 and 
hollow-open = A and 
hollow-spout = B and 
hollow-tnreads = C
then input = done cf 0.
question (hollow-open) 
’Does the container open ends or sides such that a perma­
nent molding surface, which reproduces all points inside the con­
tainer, can be withdrawn from the container without destroying the 
molded part? (yes or no)’.
legalvals (hollow-open) = [yes,no].
question (hollow-spout) =
’Does the container have a narrow spout or opening? (yes or no)’, 
legalvals (hollow-spout) = [yes,no].
question(hollow-threads) =
’Does the container have threads on the spout or opening, for a 
lid? (yes or no)’.
legalvals (hollow-threads) = [yes,no].
rule-500:
if openings-threads-surfaces = 3 
then input = done cf 0.
question(openings-threads-surfaces) =
’Does the part nave either of the two features listed here? If not 
then choose 3. (If more than one type of feature is on the part,
enter the numbers of the feature type with commas between the 
numbers)
1 Cut outs or openings for access areas or other 
parts or instruments to fit through
2 Threads on the part
3 None of the above’.
legalvals(openings-threads-surfaces) = [1,2,3].
multivalued (openings-threads-surfaces).
rule-505:
if openings-threads-surfaces = 1 and 
opening-area = A and 
opening-number = B
then input = done cf 0.
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question(opening-area) =
*What is the total area of the openings on the part? 
units of square-inches)’.
(Enter this in
question(opening-number) 
’What is the total number <of different openings on the part?’.
rule-510:
if openings-threads-surfaces = 2 and 
threads-perinch = A and 
threads-type = fine
then input = done cf 0.
question(threads-perinch) = ’How many threads per inch are 
required?’.
question(threads-type) =
’What type of threads would these be? Fine? or Course?’.
legalvals (threads-type) = [fine,course].
rule-515:
if not openings-threads-surfaces = 1 
then opening-area-size = 0.
rule-520:
if not openings-threads-surfaces = 1 
then opening-number-size = 0.
rule-525:
if not openings-threads-surfaces = 2 
then threads-perinch-size = 0.
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rule-530:
if openings-threads-surfaces = 1 and 
opening-area = A
then opening-area-size = A. 
rule-535:
if openings-threads-surfaces = 1 and 
opening-number = A
then opening-number-size = A. 
rule-540:
if openings-threads-surfaces = 2 and 
threads-perinch = A
then threads-perinch-size = A.
rule-545:
if blind-assemble-surfaces = 3 
then input = done cf 0.
question(blind-assemble-surfaces) =
’Are there blind holes, lipped edges for assembly purposes, or 
protruding pins on the part? If not then select 4. (If more than 
one type of feature is on the part, enter the numbers of the feature 
type with commas between the numbers.)
1 Blind holes or pockets
2 Lipped edges for assemble purposes
3 Protruding pins
4 None of the above’.
legalvals(blind-assemble-surfaces) = [1,2,3,4].
multivalued (blind-assemble-surfaces).
rule-550:
if blind-assemble-surfaces = 1 and 
blind-different = A and 
A-l = B and 
A-2 = C and 
A-3 = D and 
A-4 = E and 
blind-width-E = F and 
blind-depth-E = G and 
blind-wiath-D = W and 
blind-depth-D = K and 
blind-width-C = X and 
blind-depth-C = N and 
blind-wiath-B = Y and 
blind-depth-B = R and 
blind-wiath-A = Z and 
blind-depth-A = U and
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blind-number = AA 
then input = done cf 0.
blind-width-0 = 0.
blind-width- -1 = 0.
blind-width- -2 = 0.
blind-width- -3 = 0.
blind-width- -4 = 0.
blind-depth-0 = 0.
blind-depth- -1 = 0.
blind-depth- -2 = 0.
blind-depth- -3 = 0.
blind-depth- -4 = 0.
question (blind-different) =
How many different types of blind holes or pockets are on the part? 
If there is only one type of rib type 1.’.
questiontblind-width-A) = [’What is the width of the blind hole or 
pocket ’̂ A,’? (Enter the smallest width across the blind hole on the 
part in units of inches)’].
questionfblind-depth-A) = [’What is the depth of the blind hole or 
pocket ’,A,’? (Enter the depth associated with the smallest diame­
ter given in units of inches) j .
question (blind-number) =
’What is the total number of blind holes on the part?’.
rule-555:
if blind-assemble-surfaces = 2 and 
lip-thickness = A and 
lip-height = C and 
lip-length = E
then input = done cf 0.
question(lip-thickness) =
’What is the thickness of the lipped edge at its base? (Enter this in 
units of inches)’.
question (lip-height) =
’What is tne height of the lipped edge from the base material? 
(Enter this in units of inches)’.
question(Iip-length) =
’What is the total running length of the lipped edge? (Enter this 
in units of inches)’.
rule-560:
if blind-assemble-surfaces = 3 and 
pin-different = A and 
A-l = B and
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A-2 = C and 
A-3 = D and 
A-4 = E and 
pin-width-E = F and 
pin-height-E = G and 
pin-wiath-D = I and 
pin-height-D = K and 
pin-width-C = L and 
pin-height-C = N and 
pin-wiath-B = P and 
pin-height-B = R and 
pin-wiath-A = S and 
pin-height-A = U and 
pin-number = AA
then input = done cf 0. 
n-width-0 = 0. 
n-width- -1 = 0.
n-width- -2 
n-width- -3
= 0. 
= 0.
n-width--4 = 0. 
n-height-0 = 0. 
n-height- -1 = 0. 
n-height- -2 = 0. 
n-height- -3 = 0. 
n-height- -4 = 0.
question(pin-different) = 
How many different typ 
one type of rib type 1..
es of pins are on the part? If there is only
question(pin-width-A) = [’What is the width of pin ’,A,’? (Enter 
this in units of inches)’].
question(pin-height-A) = [’What is the length or height of pin ’.A,’ 
from the base surface of the part? (Enter this in units of incnes)’]. 
question(pin-number) = ’How many total pins are on the part?’.
rule-565:
if not blind-assemble-surfaces = 1 
then blind-different-size = 0.
rule-575:
if not blind-assemble-surfaces = 1 
then blind-number-size = 0.
rule-580:
if not blind-assemble-surfaces = 2 
then lip-thickness-size = 0.
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rule-585:
if not blind-assemble-surfaces = 2 
then lip-height-size = 0.
rule-590:
if not blind-assemble-surfaces = 2 
then lip-length-size = 0.
rule-595:
if not blind-assemble-surfaces = 3 
then pin-different-size = 0.
rule-600:
if not blind-assemble-surfaces = 3 
then pin-number-size = 0.
rule-610:
if blind-assemble-surfaces = 1 and 
blind-different = A
then blind-different-size = A. 
rule-620:
if blind-assemble-surfaces = 1 and 
blind-number = A
then blind-number-size = A. 
rule-625:
if blind-assemble-surfaces = 2 and 
lip-thickness = A
then lip-thickness-size = A.
rule-630:
if blind-assemble-surfaces = 2 and 
lip-height = A
then lip-neight-size = A. 
rule-635:
if blind-assemble-surfaces = 2 and 
lip-length = A
then lip-length-size = A. 
rule-640:
if blind-assemble-surfaces = 3 and 
pin-different = A
then pin-different-size = A. 
rule-650:
if blind-assemble-surfaces = 3 and 
pin-number = A
then pin-number-size = A.
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rule-655:
if general-surfaces = 3 
then input = done cf 0.
question(general-surfaces) =
’Do any of the following descriptions identify features on the part? 
If not then select 5. (If more than one type of feature is on the 
part, enter the numbers of the feature type with commas between 
the numbers.)
1 General appearance is thin and flat or slightly curved
2 Tear seems on part
3 Lettering on surface of part
4 The part is a fan
5 None of the above’
legalvals (general-surfaces) = [1,2,3,4,5].
multivalued (general-surfaces).
rule-660:
if general-surfaces = 1 and 
thin-flat = A
then input = done cf 0. 
question(thin-flat) =
’What is the material thickness of this thin and flat part? (Enter 
in units of inches)’. 
rule-665:
if general-surfaces = 2 and 
tear-thickness = A and 
tear-length = B
then input = done cf 0. 
questionftear-thickness) =
’What is the thickness of the material along the tear seem? (Enter 
in units of inches)’.
question(tear-length) =
’What is the total running length of the tear seem on the part?’. 
rule-670:
if general-surfaces = 3 and 
fetter-type = A
then input = done cf 0. 
rule-671:
if general-surfaces = 3 and 
fetter-fype = 2 and 
artwork-surface = A and
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artwork-depth = C 
then input = done cf 0.
rule-672:
if general-surfaces = 3 and 
letter-type = 1 and 
standard-surface = A and 
standard-letters = B and 
standard-depth = C
then input = done cf 0. 
question(letter-type) =
’Are the letters on the part standard letter type or are they a 
company logo/art work? (If both types, separate the numbers with 
commas.)
1 Standard lettering
2 Logo/Art Work’, 
legalvals (letter-type) = [1,2].
question (artwork-surface) =
’Is the art work or logo on a flat or curved surface? (flat or 
curved)’.
legalvals (artwork-surface) = [flat,curved].
question(artwork-depth) =
’What is the depth of the art work in the base material or the relief 
distance the art work stands off the base material? (Enter this in 
units of inches)’.
question(standard-surface) =
’Is the surface, which the standard letters are on, flat or curved? 
(flat or curved) .
legalvals (standard-surface) = [flat,curved].
question(standard-letters) =
’How many letters does the standard lettering include?’. 
question(standard-depth) =
’What is the depth o f the standard letters in the base material or 
the relief distance the standard letters stand off the base material? 
(Enter this in units of inches)’.
rule-675:
if general-surfaces = 4 and 
fan-overlap = yes
then input = done cf 0.
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questionffan-overlap) =
’Do the tan blades overlap each other as seen from the front of the 
fan? (Yes or No)’, 
legalvals (fan-overlap) = [yes,no]. 
rule-680:
if not general-surfaces = 1 
then tnin-flat-size = 0.
rule-685:
if not general-surfaces = 2 
then tear-thickness-size = 0.
rule-690:
if not general-surfaces = 2 
then tear-length-size = 0.
rule-700:
if not general-surfaces = 3 or 
not letter-type = 1
then standard-letters-size = 0. 
rule-705:
if not general-surfaces = 3 or 
not letter-type = 2
then artwork-depth-size = 0. 
rule-715:
if general-surfaces = 1 and 
thin-flat = A
then thin-flat-size = A. 
rule-720:
if general-surfaces = 2 and 
tear-thickness = A
then tear-thickness-size = A. 
rule-725:
if general-surfaces = 2 and 
tear-length = A
then tear-length-size = A. 
rule-735:
if general-surfaces = 3 and 
letter-type = 1 and 
standard-letters = A
then standard-letters-size = A. 
rule-740:
if general-surfaces = 3 and
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letter-type = 2 and 
artwork-depth = A
then artwork-depth-size = A.
rule-750:
if number-parts = A and 
number-parts-production = B
then input = done cf 0.
question (number-parts) = ’How many parts need to be produced?’.
question(number-parts-production) =
’Will this part go into a production environment, whether it be in 
batch quantities or short production runs? (Yes or No)’.
legalvals(number-parts-production) = [yes,no].
rule-755:
if number-parts-production = yes and 
production-rate = A and 
production-steel = B
then input = done cf 0.
question (production-rate) =
’How many parts per day will the production tooling need to 
produce?’.
question (production-steel) =
’How many parts are expected to be produced over the life of 
production?’.
rule-760:
if number-parts-production = no 
then production-rate-size = 0.
rule-765:
if number-parts-production = yes and 
production-rate = A
then production-rate-size = A.
rule-766:
if number-parts-production = no 
then production-steel-size = 0.
rule-767:
if number-parts-production = yes and 
production-steel = A
then production-steel-size = A. 
rule-770:
if tolerance-general = A and
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tolerance-specific = B and 
tolerance-length = C
then input = done cf 0. 
question(tolerance-general) =
’What is the accuracies on most of the dimensions on the part? 
Plus or minus what tolerance? (Enter this dimension in units of 
inches)’.
question (tolerance-specific) =
’What is the tightest tolerance on the part for a particular dimen­
sion? Plus or minus what tolerance? (Enter tnis dimension in 
units of inches)’.
question (tolerance-length) =
’Over what length does the tightest tolerance have to be held?
(Enter this in units of inches)’.
rule-775:
if example-part = A and 
example-time = B and 
example-cost = C and 
example-material = D
then input = done cf 0.
question(example-part) =
’Information is needed on a prototype part, or pattern, for some 
molding processes. Please answer tne following questions to the 
best of your ability as the information you supply can directly alter 
the molding process chosen.
Is a prototype part required for evaluation or other purposes 
before a mola is io be made? (Yes or No)’, 
legalvals (example-part) = [yes,no]. 
question(example-time) =
’How much time is required to produce and deliver a prototype 
part for pattern uses with the rapid prototype facilities, conven­
tional, or other processes available? (Enter the time in terms of 
working days)’.
question(example-cost) =
’What is the cost associated with the above time to produce the 
prototype part for pattern uses? (Enter in terms of dollars)’. 
question(example-material) =
’Which of the following are acceptable materials for a prototype 
part, or pattern, to be produced from? If more than one material 
is appropriate, then enter the number next to the material name 
with commas between the selected numbers.
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1. Wax
2. Cardboard or paper
3. Styrofoam
4. Aluminum
5. Steel
6. Other metal
7. Wood
8. Photopolymer
9. Other plastic
10. Plaster
11. Urethane
12. All of the above’ 
multivalued (example-material).
legalvals(example-material) = [1,23,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12].
rule-780:
if part-material = A 
then input = done cf 0.
question(part-material) =
*Which of the following materials would be acceptable materials 
for the molded part? IF more than one selection is desired, enter 
the numbers witn commas between them.
Thermoplastics, cold set plastics, or composites which are
1. A glass material or high strength material
2. Medium strength and elastic material
3. Very elastic
Thermosetting, or hot set plastics including composites which are
4. A glass material or high strength material
5. Medium strength and elastic material
6. very elastic 
Other materials
7. Cold molding materials including epoxies
8. Urethane
9. Expanded polystryrene
10. Aluminum
11. Steel
12. Other metal
13. Wax’.
multivalued (part-material).
legalvals (part-material) = [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13]. 
rule-785:
if mold-material = A 
then input = done cf 0.
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question(mold-material) =
’There are several possibilities for mold material. Which of the 
following should !! NOT !! be considered in the molding process? 
If more than one material should be excluded, enter the numbers 
with commas between them.
1. Cold molding material
2. RTV or Urethane
3. Aluminum
4. Steel
5. Beryllium copper
6. Kirksite
7. Sand
8. Plaster
9. Investment casting
10. Wood’
multivalued (mold*material).
legalvals(mold-material) = [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10].
rule-790: 
if time-limit = A 
then input = done cf 0.
questionftime-limit) =
’What is the time limit from the moment drawings or CAD infor­
mation is given to the tooling manufacturer till the first part is to 
be in hand? (Enter in terms of working days. If there is no defined 
limit, enter a very large value.)’.
rule-795:
if changes-likely = A 
then input = done cf 0.
question(changes-likely) =
’Are changes to the part a possibility? (Yes or No)’, 
legalvals (changes-likely) = [yes,no].
rule-800:
if changes-likely = yes and 
changes-type *= A*
then input = done cf 0. 
question(changes-type) =
’Are the changes to the part expected to be minor or drastic? 
(Minor or Drastic)’.
legalvals (changes-type) = [minor,drastic].
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rule-805:
if prototype-mold = A 
then input = done cf 0.
question(prototype-mold) =
’Has a prototype mold been machined out of metal? (Yes or No)’, 
legalvals (prototype-mold) = [yes,no], 
rule-810:
if prototype-mold = yes and 
prototype-mold-time = A
then input = done cf 0. 
question(prototype-mold-time) =
’How long did it take to produce the prototype mold? (Enter in 
terms of working days)’.
rule-815: 
if cad-file = A 
then input = done cf 0.
question(cad-file) =
’Is a Computer Aided Design (CAD) file of the part to be supplied 
to the tooling manufacturer? (yes or no)’, 
legalvals (cad-file) = [yes,no].
rule-816:
if cad-file = yes and 
cad-file-type = A
then input = done cf 0.
question(cad-file-type) =
’Which of the following types of CAD files are supplied? (Enter 1, 
2, or 3)
1 .3-D Wire frame
2. 3-D Surface model
3. 3-D Solid model
4. 2-D Drawings’ 
multivalued (cad-file-type). 
legalvals (cad-file-type) = [ 1,2,3,4]. 
rule-820:
if mold-parting = non and 
mold-parting-type = B
then input = done cf 0.
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question(mold-parting) =
’Is the parting plane orthogonal or non orthogonal? (Ortho or 
Non)’.
legalvals (mold-parting) = [ortho,non].
question(mold-parting-type) =
’Does the non orthogonal parting plane have straight and flat 
parting edges? (yes or no)’, 
legalvals (mold-parting-type) = [yes,no].
rule-825:
if clean-up = C and 
cost-limit-mold = A and 
cost-limit-part = B
then input = done cf 0.
question(clean-up) =
’Are clean up operations an option in producing the part? If so 
pick the following operations that are acceptable. If clean up 
operations are not an option, then choose 4.
1. Touch up work
2. Hole drilling, cutting or other labor inten 
sive work (Plastic)
3. Machining, sanding, grinding (Metal)
4. No clean up operations’, 
multivalued (clean-up). 
legalvals(clean-up) = [1,2,3,4]. 
question(cost-limit-mold) =
’What is the upper cost limit to produce the tooling for this part? 
(Enter in terms of dollars. If there is no defined limit, enter a very 
large value.)’.
question(cost-limit-part) =
’What is the upper cost limit for each part that is produced from 
this tooling? (Enter in terms of dollars. If there is no defined 
limit, enter a very large value.)’.
rule-826:
if input-change = A 
then process = rtv cf 0.
question(input-change) =
’If you would like to change answers or save the cache before 
consulting the knowledge base of technologies, then do it now. 
Once you are finished with these operations then type: done’.
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legalvals (input-change) = [done].
rule-830: 
if input = done 
then over.
rule-835:
if process = A and 
A-cost = B and 
A-time = C and 
A-part-cost = D and 
A-part-time = E and 
A-mold-number = F and 
A-message = G and
message(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = COSTUME and 
display(COS™ fo
then found = done cf 99.
rule-840: 
if found = done 
then info-found.
message(A.B,C,D,E,F,G) = [’
Using a \A ,’ mold, it will cost ’,$B, ’ and the time to produce the 
mold tooling is ’,C,’ days. To produce parts from this mold, it will 
cost ’,$D,’ per part and the cycle time per part is *,E,’ minutes. The 
following number of molds need to be produced: ’,F,’. ’,G,’ .’].
APPENDIX B
M l CODE FOR RTV MOLDING
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rule-1000: if input = done
then process = rtv cf 99.
rule-1005: if contoured-and-blended-surfaces=yes 
and contour-type=5
then process = rtv cf 50.
rule-1010: if textured-surfaces=yes and texture- 
type =1 and polished-finish
= a-l
then process = rtv cf -100.
rule-1015: if textured-surfaces=yes and texture- 
type=2 ,
then process = rtv cf 90.
rule-1016: if rib-different-size=A and A-1 = B and A- 
2 = C and A-3 = D and A-4=E
and process-A = F and process-B = G and process- 
C = H and process-D=J
and process-E=K and F+G*(100 + F)/100 = M and 
M + H*(100 + M)/100 = N
and N + J*(100 + N)/100 = 0  and 
0  + K*(100 + 0)/100 = P
then process = rtv cf P.
rule-1017: if rib-thickness-C=A and A < .0625 and 
A > .03 and 3046*A
-191 = B and rib-depth-C = D and D > .125 
then process-C = B.
rule-1018: if rib-thickness-C=A and A < = .03 and 
rib-depth-C = D
and D > .125 and not (A=0) 
then process-C = -100.
rule-1019: if not (rib-thickness-C=A and A < .0625 
and A > .03 and
rib-depth-C = D and D > .125) 
then process-C = 0.
rule-1020: if rib-different-size=A and A-1 = B and A- 
2 = C and A-3 = D and A-4 = E
and processl-A = F and processl-B = G and proc- 
essl-C = H and processl-D=J
and processl-E = K and F + G*(100 + F)/100 = M 
and M + H*(100 + M)/100 = N
and N +J*(100 + N)/100 = 0  and 
0  + K*(100 + 0)/100 = P
then process = rtv cf P.
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rule-1021: if rib-thickness-C=A and A < = .03 and 
rib-depth-C = B and
B > .0625 and not (A=0) 
then process 1-C = -100.
rule-1022: if not (rib-thickness-C = A and A < = .03 
and rib-depth-C = B and
B > .0625 and not (A = 0)) 
then processl-C = 0.
rule-1025: if rib-different-size=A and A-1 = B and A- 
2 = C and A-3 = D and A-4 = E
and process2-A = F and process2-B = G and proc- 
ess2-C = H ana process2-D=J
and process2-E = K and F + G*(100 + F)/100 = M 
and M + H*(100 + M)/100 = N
and N +J*(100 + N)/100 = 0  and 
0  + K*(100 + 0)/100 = P
then process = rtv cf P.
rule-1026: if rib-thickness-D=A and rib-depth-D = B 
and A < .0625 and
B > .6 and B < .8 and -500*B + 300 = C and not 
(A=0) and not (B = 0)
then process2-D = C.
rule-1027: if rib-thickness-C=A and rib-depth-C = B 
and A < .0625 and
B > = .8 and not (A=0) and not (B = 0) 
then process2-C = -100.
rule-1028: if not (rib-thickness-D=A and rib-depth- 
D = B and A < .0625 and
B > .6 and B < .8 and -500*B + 300 = C and not 
(A=0) and not (B = 0))
and not (rib-thickness-D = A and rib-depth-D = B 
and A < .0625 and
B > = .8 and not (A=0) and not (B = 0)) 
then process2-D = 0.
rule-1030: if rib-different-size=A and A-1 = B and A- 
2 = C and A-3 = D and A-4 = E
and process3-A = F and process3-B = G and proc- 
ess3-C = H ana process3-D = J
and process3-E=K and F + G*(100 + F)/100 = M 
and M + H*(100 + M)/100 = N
and N +J*(100 + N)/100 = 0  and 
0  + K*(100 + 0)/100 = P
then process = rtv cf P.
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rule-1031: if rib-distance-C=A and A < .13 and A 
> 125  an d  1570RQ Q*A*
A-22057.9*A+212.7 = B and rib-depth-C = D and 
D > .0625
then process3-C = B.
rule-1032: if rib-distance-C=A and A < = .125 and A 
> = .016 and 91.7*A -
101.4 = B and rib-depth-C = D and D > .0625 
then process3-C = B.
rule-1033: if rib-distance-C=A and rib-depth-C = B 
and A < .016 and B
> .0625 and not (A=0) 
then process3-C = -100.
rule-1034: if not (rib-distance-C=A and A < .13 and 
A > .125 and rib-depth-C =
D and D > .0625) and not (rib-distance-C = A and A 
< = .125 and A > = .016
and rib-depth-C = D and D > .0625) and not (rib-
rib-depth-C = B and A < .016 and B > .0625 and 
not (A=0))
then process3-C = 0.
rule-1035: if rib-different-size=A and A-1 = B and A- 
2 = C and A-3 = D and A-4 = E
and process4-A = F and process4-B = G and proc- 
ess4-C = H ana process4-D = J
and process4-E = K and F+ G*(100 + F)/100 = M 
and M + H*(100 + M)/100 = N
and N + J*(100 + N)/100 = O and 
0+K *(100+0)/100=P
then process = rtv cf P.
rule-1036: if rib-distance-D=A and rib-depth-D = B 
and A < .125 and
B > .6 and B < .9 and not (A = 0) and not (B = 0) 
and -330*B + 198 = C
then process4-D = C.
rule-1037: if rib-distance-C=A and rib-depth-C = B 
and A < .125 and
B > .9 and not (A=0) and not (B = 0) 
then process4-C = -100.
rule-1038: if not (rib-distance-D = A and rib-depth- 
D=B and A < .125 and
B > .6 and B < .9 and not (A=0) and not (B = 0)) 
and not (rib-distance-D=A and rib-depth-D = B and
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A < .125 and B > .9 and not (A=0) and not 
(B=0))
then process4-D = 0.
rule-1040: if hollow-surfaces = 2 and hollow-
spout = yes
then process = rtv cf -100.
rule-1045: if blind-different-size=A and A-1 = B and 
A-2 = C and A-3 = D and A-4 = E
and process5-A = F and process5-B = G and proc- 
ess5-C = H and process5-D=J
and process5-E=K and F+G*(100 + F)/100 = M 
and M + H*(100 + M)/100 = N
and N + J*(100 + N)/100 = 0  and 
0+K *(100+0)/100=P
then process = rtv cf P.
rule-1046: if blind-width-D = A and blind-depth-
D = B and A < .0625 and
B > 35 and B < .5166 and -600*B + 210=C and not 
(A=0) and not (B = 0)
then process 5-D = C.
rule-1047: if blind-width-C=A and blind-depth-C = B 
and A < .0625 and
B > = .5166 and not (A=0) and not (B = 0) 
then process5-C = -100.
rule-1048: if not (blind-width-D=A and blind-depth- 
D = B and A < .0625 and
B > 35 and B < .5166 and -600*B + 210 = C and not 
(A=0) and not (B = 0))
and not (blind-width-D=A and blind-depth-D = B 
and A < .0625 and
B > = .5166 and not (A=0) and not (B = 0)) 
then process5-D = 0.
rule-1050: if lip-thickness-size = A and A < .0625 
and A > .03 and
lip-height-size=C and C > .125 and 3077*A-192 =
B
then process = rtv cf B.
rule-1051: if lip-thickness-size=A and A < = .03 and
lip-height-size = B
and B > .125 and not (A = 0)
then process = rtv cf -100.
rule-1055: if lip-thickness-size -  A and lip-height- 
size = B and A < .0625 and B > .6 and B < .8 and
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-500*B + 300 = C and not (A=0) and not (B = 0) 
then process = rtv cf C.
rule-1056: if lip-thickness-size=A and lip-height- 
size=B and A < .0625 and 
B > = .8 and not (A = 0) and not (B = 0) 
then process = rtv cf -100.
rule-1060: if pin-different-size=A and A-1 = B and A-
2 = C and A-3 = D and A-4 = E
and process6-A=F and process6-B=G and
process6-C = H and process6-D=J and process6-
E=K and F+G*(100 + F)/100 = M and
M+H*(100 + M)/100 = N
and N+J*(100+N)/100 = 0  and
0  + K*(100 + 0)/106 = P
then process = rtv cf P.
rule-1061: if pin-width-D=A and pin-height-D = C 
and A < .03 and A > .015 and C > .0625 and 
6600*A-198 = B and not (A = 0)
then process6-D = B.
rule-1062: if pin-width-C=A and pin-height-C = B 
and A < = .015 and B > .0625 ana not (A=0)
then process6-C = -100.
rule-1063: if not (pin-width-D=A and pin-height- 
D = C and A < .03 and A > .015 and C  > .0625 and 
not (A=0)) and not (pin-width-D=A and pin-height- 
D = C ana A < = .015 and C > .0625 and not (A=B)) 
then process6-D = 0.
rule-1065: if pin-different-size = A and A-1 = B and A- 
2 = C and A-3=D and A-4 = E and process7-A = F and 
grocess7-B = G and process7-C = H and process7-
and process7-E = K and F+G*(100 + F)/100 = M and
M + H*(100 + M)/100 = N
and N +J*(100+N)/100 = 0  and
0  + K*(100 + 0)/106 = P
then process = rtv cf P.
rule-1066: if pin-width-D = A and pin-height-D = B 
and A < .03 and B > .6 and B < .8 and -500*B +
300 = C and not (A = 0) and not (B=0) 
then process7-D = C.
rule-1067: if pin-width-C = A and pin-height-C = B 
and A < .03 and B > = .8 and not (A = 0) and not
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(B=0)
then process7-C = -100.
rule-1068: if not (pin-width-D=A and pin-height- 
D = B and A < .03 and B > .6 and B < .8 and not 
(A = 0) and not (B=0)) and not (pin-width-D=A and 
pin-height-D = B and A < .03 ana B > = .8 and not 
(A = 0) and not (B=0))
then process7-D = 0.
rule-1070: if tolerance-general=A and A < .003 and 
A > .00078 and 45000*A-135 = B 
then process = rtv cf B.
rule-1071: if tolerance-general=A and A < = .00078 
then process = rtv cf -100.
rule-1075: if tolerance-specific = A and tolerance- 
length =B and A/B = C and 
C < .003 and C > .00078 and 45000*0135 = D 
then process = rtv cf D.
rule-1076: if tolerance-specific=A and tolerance- 
length = B and A/B = C and C < = .00078 
then process = rtv cf -100.
rule-1080: if length = A and width = B and thin-flat- 
size = C and A < B and C/A = D and D < .03 and D
> .01888 and 9000*D-27() = E and not (C = 0) 
then process = rtv cf E.
rule-1081: if length = A and width = B and thin-flat- 
size=C and A < B and C/A=D and D < = .01888 
and not (C = 0)
then process = rtv cf -100.
rule-1085: if length = A and width-B and thin-flat- 
size = C and B < A and C/B = D and D < .03 and D
> .01888 and 9OOO*D-270 = E and not (C=0) 
then process = rtv cf E.
rule-1086: if length = A and width = B and thin-flat- 
size = C and B < A and C/B = D and D < = .01888 
and not (C = 0)
then process = rtv cf -100.
rule-1090: if example-part = yes
then process = rtv cf 50.
rule-1095: if part-material = 8
then process = rtv cf 80.
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rule-1096: if part-material = 13
then process = rtv cf 30.
rule-1100: if not part-material = 8 and not part-
material = 13
then process = rtv cf -100.
rule-1105: if not (mold-material = 2)
then process = rtv cf 50.
rule-1110: if mold-material = 1 and mold-material 
= 2
then process = rtv cf -100.
rule-1115: if mold-parting = non
then process = rtv cf 30.
rule-1116: if clean-up = 4
then process = rtv cf 20.
rule-1119: if part-material = 13
then size-limit-rtv = 75.
rule-1120: if not part-material=13
then size-limit-rtv = 50.
rule-1121: if protrusion-surfaces=yes and (protru­
sion-type = 1 or protrusion-type=2) and 
hole-depth-size= A and overhang-length-size = B 
and (A > .25 or B > .25) and size-limit-rtv = C and 
C/2 = D
then number-parts-size = D.
rule-1122: if protrusion-surfaces=yes and (protru­
sion-type = 1 or protrusion-type= 2 )  and 
hole-depth-size = A and overhang-length-size = B and 
(A > .25 or B > .25) and size-limit-rtv=C and C/2 
= D
then change = yes.
rule-1123: if openings-threads-surfaces = 1 and size- 
limit-rtv=B and B/2=C  
then number-parts-size = C.
rule-1124: if inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces=yes and 
inserts-screws-ribs-type=3 and rib-different-size=A 
and A-1 = B and A-2 = C and A-3 = D and A-4 = E and 
(process8-A= 1 or process8-B= 1 or process8-C= 1 
or process8-D = l  or process8-E = l) and size-limit- 
rtv = F and F/2 = G
then number-parts-size = G.
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rule-1125: if inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces=yes and 
inserts-screws-ribs-type=3 and rib-depth-E=A and 
rib-distance-E=B ana A > .5 and B < .125 
then process8-E = 1.
rule-1126: if not (inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces=yes 
and inserts-screws-ribs-type=3 and rib-depth-E=A 
and rib-distance-E = B and A > .5 and B < .125) 
then process8-E = 0.
rule-1127: if inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces=yes and 
inserts-screws-ribs-type=3 and rib-different-size=A 
and A-1 = B and A-2 = C and A-3 = D and A-4 = E and 
(process8-A= 1 or process8-B = 1 or process8-C = 1 
or process8-D = 1 or process8-E=1)
then change = yes.
rule-1128: if not change=yes and not (openings- 
threads-surfaces= 1) and size-limit-rtv=A 
then number-parts-size = A.
rule-1129: if number-parts-size=A and number- 
parts = B and B/A=Cand C < = 1 
then rtv-mold-number = 1.
rule-1130: if number-parts-size=A and number-
8arts = B and B/A=Cand C< = 2 and C>1 len rtv-mold-number = 2.
rule-1135: if number-parts-size=A and number-
Barts = B and B/A=Cand C< =3 and C>2 len rtv-mold-number = 3.
rule-1140: if number-parts-size=A and number- 
parts = B and B/A=Cand C< =4 and C>3 
then rtv-mold-number = 4.
rule-1145: if number-parts-size=A and number-
Sarts = B and B/A=Cand C< = 5 and C>4 len rtv-mold-number = 5.
rule-1150: if number-j)arts-size=A and number- 
parts =B and B/A=Cand C< = 6 and C>5 
then rtv-mold-number = 6.
rule-1155: if number-parts-size=A and number-
Barts = B and B/A=Cand C< =7 and C>6 len rtv-mold-number = 7.
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rule-1160: if number-parts-size=A and number-
8arts = B and B/A=Cand C < = 8 and C > 7 len rtv-mold-number = 8.
rule-1165: if number-parts-size=A and number-
Sarts = B and B/A=Cand C< = 9 and C>8 len rtv-mold-number = 9.
rule-1170: if number-parts-size=A and number-
8arts = B and B/A=Cand C>9 len rtv-mold-number = C.
rule-1180: if number-parts=A and A < 40 and part-
material = 8
then process = rtv cf 75.
rule-1185: if number-parts=A and A < 40 and part-
material = 13
then process = rtv cf 45.
rule-1190: if number-parts=A and A < 40 and part- 
material = 8 and part-material = 10 
then process = rtv cf -45.
rule-1195: if number-parts = A and -2.142857*A + 
160.71429 = B and A < 75 and A > = 40 
then process = rtvcfB.
rule-1200: if number-parts-production = no 
then process = rtv cf 75.
rule-1205: if changes-likely = yes and changes-type 
= minor
then process = rtv cf 20.
rule-1210: if changes-likely = yes and changes-type 
= drastic
then process = rtv cf 50.
rule-1211: if hole-number-size=A and hole-depth- 
size =B and B > .25 
then undercut-hole = A.
rule-1212: if hole-depth-size = B and not B > .25 
then undercut-hole = 0.
rule-1213: if overhang-number-size=A and over- 
hang-length-size = B and B > .1875 
then undercut-overhang = A.
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rule-1214: if overhang-length-size=B and not B
> .1875
then undercut-overhang = 0.
rule-1215: if general-number-size=A andgeneral- 
distance-size=B and general-area-size=C and B
> .25 and C > 15
then undercut-general = A.
rule-1216: if general-distance-size=B and general- 
area-size =C and not (B > .25 and C > 15) 
then undercut-general = 0.
rule-1217: if undercut-hole=A and undercut-over- 
hang=B and undercut-general = C and 
(A+B + C) = D
then rtv-undercut-number = D.
rule-1220: if tolerance-specific = A and tolerance 
length = B and A/B = C and C < = .0015 and 
-69444*C +154 = D
then rtv-tolerance-cost = D.
rule-1225: if tolerance-specific = A and tolerance- 
length =B and A/B=C and C > .0015 
then rtv-tolerance-cost = 0.
rule-1230: if rtv-cost=A and cost-limit-mold = B and 
A > B
then process = rtv cf -100.
rule-1235: if rtv-time=A and time-limit=B and A>B 
then process = rtv cf -100.
rule-1240: if rtv-part-cost=A and cost-limit-part=B 
and A > B
then process = rtv cf -100.
rule-1245: if height = H and length = L and width 
= W and W*L*H = S and S < = 10 and 
80+46.5*S = COST
then rtv-base-cost = COST.
rule-1250: if height = H and length = L and width 
= W and W*L*H = S and S < 3456 and S > 10 and 
500+(7/16) *S = COST
then rtv-base-cost = COST.
rule-1255: if height = H and length = L and width 
= W and W*L*H = S and S > = 3456 and
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1716+S/12=COST
then rtv-base-cost = COST.
rule-1260: if general-surfaces=4 and fan-
overlap =ves
then rtv-ian-cost = 1.2.
rule-1265: if not (general-surfaces = 4 and fan-
overlap =ves)
then rtv-ian-cost = 1.
rule-1270: if tolerance-specific=A and A < .01 and 
opening-number-size = B and B*30=COST 
then rtv-open-cost = COST.
rule-1275: if tolerance-specific=A and not A < .01 
then rtv-open-cost = 0.
rule-1280: if tolerance-specific=A and A < .01 and 
blind-number-size= B and B*30 = COST 
then rtv-blind-cost = COST.
rule-1285: if tolerance-specific=A and not A < .01 
then rtv-blind-cost = 0.
rule-1290: if tolerance-specific=A and A < .01 and 
hole-depth-size=B and B > .125 and hole-number- 
size =C and 30*C = COST
then rtv-undercut-cost=COST.
rule-1295: if tolerance-specific=A and hole-depth 
size = Band (not A < .01 or not B > .125) 
then rtv-undercut-cost = 0.
rule-1300: if rtv-base-cost = S and example-cost = A 
and insert-number-size=B and rtv-fan-cost = F and 
rtv-tolerance-cost = C and rtv-mold-number=D and 
rtv-undercut-number=E and rtv-open-cost = G and 
rtv-blind-cost = H and rtv-undercut-cost = I and 
D*F*(S + A + 250*B + C + E*20 + G + H + I) = 
COST
then rtv-cost = COST.
rule-1305: if height = H and length = L and width 
= W and VV*L*H = S and S < = 10 and 
5 + S/2-TTME
then rtv-base-time = TIME.
rule-1310: if height = H and length = L and width 
= W and W*L*H = S and S > lb and S < 1728 and
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10=TIME
then rtv-base-time = TIME.
rule-1315: if height = H and length = L and width 
= W and W*L*H = S and S > = 1728 and S < 3456 
and 2.5 + .004340278*S = TIME
then rtv-base-time = TIME.
rule-1320: if height = H and length = L and width 
= W and W*L*H = S and S > = 3456 and 
15.7142857 + .000516699735*S = TIME 
then rtv-base-time = TIME.
rule-1325: if rtv-base-time = D and insert-number- 
size = A and exam pie-time = B and rtv-undercut- 
number = C and rtv-open-cost = E and D + A*5 + B 
+ ,5*C + E/200 = TIME
then rtv-time = TIME.
rule-1330: if height = H and length = L and width 
= W and W*L*H = S and S < 4b and 10 + .75*S = 
COST
then rtvpart-material-cost = COST.
rule-1335: if height = H and length = L and width 
= W and W*L*H = S and S > = 40 and S < 500 
and 40 + (S-40)/2 = COST
then rtvpart-material-cost = COST.
rule-1336: if height = H and length = L and width 
= W and W*L*H = S and S > = 500 and 270 + (S- 
500)/4 = COST
then rtvpart-material-cost = COST.
rule-1340: if rtv-undercut-cost=A and rtv-open- 
cost=B and rtv-blind-cost=C and rtvpart-material- 
cost=D and 45 + (10)*(A/30 + B/30 +C/30) + D 
= COST
then rtv-part-cost = COST.
rule-1345: if number-parts = A and 480 = C 
then rtv-part-time = C. 
rtv-message = ’ ’.
APPENDIX C
M l CODE FOR MACHINED INJECTION 
ALUMINUM MOLDING
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if etched-finish-size = A and 
A*1.5 = B and 
not A = 0
then machined_ipjection_aluminum-message = B.
rule-2000:
if input = done
then process = machinedinjectionaluminum cf 99.
rule-2005:
rule-2010:
if etched-finish-size = A and 
A = 0
then machinedinjectionaluminum-message = 1.5.
rule-2035:
if rib-different-size = A and 
A-l = B and 
A-2 = C and 
A-3 = D and 
A-4 = E and 
processlO-A = F and 
)rocesslO-B = G and 
jrocesslO-C = H and 
)rocesslO-D = J and 
)rocesslO-E = K and 
F + G*(100 + F)/100 = Mand 
M + H*(100 + M)/100 = Nand 
N + J*(100 + N)/l00 = Oand 
0  + K*(100 + 0)/100 = P
then process = machined injection aluminum cf P.
rule-2040:
if rib-thickness-A = B and 
not B = 0 and 
rib-depth-A = D and 
B/(2*D)< 0.01745
then processlO-A = -100. 
rule-2045:
if rib-thickness-A = B and 
not B = 0 and 
rib-depth-A = D and 
B/(2*D) = E and 
E< 0.02618 and 
E> = 0.01745 and 
11340*E-297 = F
then processlO-A = F.
rule-2050:
if not (rib-thickness-A = B and not B = 0 and rib-depth-A = D
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and B/(2*D) <0.01745) and not (rib-thickness-A = B and not B =
0 and rib-depth-A = D and B/(2*D) = E and E <0.02618 and E> = 
0.01745)
then process 10-A = 0.
rule-2055:
if rib-different-size = A and 
A-l = B and 
A-2 = C and 
A-3 = D and 
A-4 = E and 
processll-A = F and 
)rocessll-B = G and 
jrocessll-C = H and 
)rocessll-D = J and 
)rocessll-E = K and 
F+G*(100 + FJ/100 = Mand 
M + H*(100 + M)/100 = N and 
N + J*(100 + N)/l00 = Oand 
0  + K*(100 + 0)/100 = P
then process = machinedinjectionaluminum cf P.
rule-2060:
if rib-depth-A = B and 
B>1
then processll-A = -10. 
rule-2065:
if not (rib-depth-A = B and B > 1) 
then processll-A = 0.
rule-2066:
if tolerance-general = A and 
A <0.002
then process = machined_injection_aluminum cf -80.
rule-2067:
if tolerance-specific = A and 
tolerance-length = B and 
B < = 0333 and 
A <0.004
then rtv-tolerance = yes. 
rule-2068:
if tolerance-specific = A and 
tolerance-length = B and 
B>0333 and 
B < 1 and
A <0.005
then rtv-tolerance = yes.
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rule-2069:
if tolerance-specific = A and 
tolerance-length = B and 
B > = 1 and 
B < = 1.666 and 
A <0.006
then rtv-tolerance = yes. 
rule-2070:
if tolerance-specific = A and 
tolerance-length = B and 
B > 1.666 and 
B< = 2333 and 
A <0.007
then rtv-tolerance = yes. 
rule-2071:
if tolerance-specific = A and 
tolerance-length = B and 
B>2333 and 
B<3 and
A <0.008
then rtv-tolerance = yes. 
rule-2072:
if tolerance-specific = A and 
tolerance-length = B and 
B > = 3 and 
B < = 3.666 and 
A <0.009
then rtv-tolerance = yes. 
rule-2073:
if tolerance-specific = A and 
tolerance-length = B and 
B> 3.666 and 
B < = 4333 and 
A <0.01
then rtv-tolerance = yes. 
rule-2074:
if tolerance-specific = A and 
tolerance-length = B and 
B>4333 and 
B < 5 and
A <0.011
then rtv-tolerance = yes. 
rule-2075:
if tolerance-specific = A and 
tolerance-length = B and
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B > = 5 and 
B < = 5.666 and 
A <0.012
then rtv-tolerance = yes. 
rule-2076:
if tolerance-specific = A and 
tolerance-length = B and 
B > 5.666 and 
B < = 6333 and 
A <0.013
then rtv-tolerance = yes.
rule-2077:
if tolerance-specific = A and 
tolerance-length = B and 
B>6333 and
0.003*(B-6333) + 0.013 = C and 
A<C
then rtv-tolerance = yes. 
rule-2078:
if rtv-tolerance = yes
then process = machinedinjectionaluminum cf -20.
rule-2079:
if thin-flat-size = A and 
not A = 0 and 
length = B and 
width = C and 
B < = C and 
A/B = D and 
D< 0.014
then process = machined injection aluminum cf -100.
rule-2080:
if thin-flat-size = A and 
not A = 0 and 
length = B and 
width = C and 
C < B and 
A/C = D and 
D< 0.014
then process = machined injection aluminum cf -100. 
rule-2081:
if thin-flat-size = A and 
not A = 0 and 
length = B and 
width = C and
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B< = C and 
A/B = D and 
D<0.02 and 
D > = 0.014 and 
16667*D-333 = E
then process = machinedinjectionaluminum cf E. 
rule-2085:
if thin-flat-size = A and 
not A = 0 and 
length = B and 
width = C and 
C < B and 
A/C = D and 
D<0.02 and 
D > = 0.014 and 
16667*D-333 = E
then process = machined injection aluminum cf E. 
rule-2090:
if threads-nerinch-size = A and 
not A = 0 and 
A>48
then process = machined injection aluminum cf -100. 
rule-2095:
if hollow-surfaces = 2 and 
hollow-spout = yes
then process = machined injection aluminum cf -100. 
rule-2100:
if general-surfaces = 4 and 
tan-overlap = yes
then process = machined injection aluminum cf -100. 
rule-2105:
if number-parts-production = ves and 
production-rate-size = A ana 
A >200
then process = machined injection aluminum cf 30. 
rule-2110:
if number-parts-production = yes and 
production-rate-size = A and 
A > 100 and
A < = 200 and 
0J*A-30 = B
then process = machined injection aluminum cf B. 
rule-2115:
if production-steel-size = A and
I l l
A >10000
then process = machinedinjectionaluminum cf 30.
rule-2120:
if not (part-material = A and A < = 6 or part-material = 9 or 
part-
material = 13)
then process = machined injection aluminum cf -100. 
rule-2125:
if mold-material = 3
then process = machined injection aluminum cf -100. 
rule-2130:
if machined_iiuection_aluminum-time = A and 
time-limit = B and 
A>B
then process = machined injection aluminum cf -100.
rule-2135:
if machinedinjection aluminum-cost = A and 
cost-limit-mold = B~and 
A>B
then process = machined injection aluminum cf -100.
rule-2140:
if changes-likely = yes and 
changes-type = minor
then process = machined_injection_aluminum cf -10. 
rule-2145:
if changes-likely = yes and 
changes-type = drastic
then process = machined injection aluminum cf -50. 
rule-2150:
if machined_injection_aluminum-part-cost = A and 
cost-limit-part = B and 
A>B
then process = machined injection aluminum cf -100.
rule-2155: 
if clean-up = 4
then process = machined injection aluminum cf 20. 
rule-2160:
if part-material = A and 
(A = 1 or 
A = 4) and
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not (A = 2 or A = 3 or A = 5 or A = 6 or A = 9 or A = 13) 
then size-Iimit-machiqj = 100.
rule-2165:
if part-material = A and 
(A = 2 or 
A = 5) and
not (A = 3 or A = 6 or A = 13) 
then size-limit-machipj = 3000.
rule-2170:
if part-material = A and 
(A = 3 or 
A = 6) and 
not A = 13
then size-limit-machinj = 100000. 
rule-2175:
if blind-different-size = A and 
A-l = B and 
A-2 = C and 
A-3 = D and 
A-4 = E and 
)rocessl2-A = F and 
jrocessl2-B = G and 
)rocessl2-C = H and 
jrocessl2-D = J and 
>rocessl2-E = K and 
F + G*(100 + F)/100 = Mand 
M + H*(100 + M)/100 = Nand 
N + J*(100 + N)/l00 = Oand 
0  + K*(100 + 0)/100 = P
then process = machinedinjectionaluminum cf P.
rule-2180:
if blind-width-A = B and 
not B = 0 and 
blind-depth-A = D and 
B/(2*D) <0.01745
then process 12-A = -100.
rule-2185:
if blind-width-A = B and 
not B = 0 and 
blind-depth-A = D and 
B/(2*D) = E and 
E< 0.02618 and 
E> = 0.01745 and 
11340*E-297 = F
then processl2-A = F.
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rule-2190:
if not (blind-width-A = B and not B = 0 and blind-depth-A = D 
and
B/(2*D)< 0.01745) and
not (blind-width-A = B and not B = 0 and blind-depth-A = D 
and
B/(2*D) = E and E< 0.02618 and E> = 0.01745) 
then process 12-A = 0.
rule-2195:
if pin-different-size = A and 
A-l = B and 
A-2 = C and 
A-3 = D and 
A-4 = E and 
processl3-A = F and 
processl3-B = G and 
process 13-C = Hand 
process 13-D = J and 
process 13-E = K and 
F + G*(100 + F)/100 = Mand 
M + H*(100 + M)/100 = N and 
N + J*(100 + NJ/l00 = Oand 
O + K*(1OO + O)/1O0 = P
then process = machinedinjectionaluminum cf P.
rule-2200:
if pin-width-A = B and 
not B = 0 and 
pin-height-A = D and 
B/(2*d5< 0.01745
then processl3-A = -100.
rule-2205:
if pin-width-A = B and 
not B = 0 and 
pin-height-A = D and 
B/(2*D) = E and 
E < 0.02618 and 
E> = 0.01745 and 
11340*E-297 = F
then process 13-A = F. 
rule-2210:
if not (pin-width-A = B and not B = 0 and pin-height-A = D and 
B/(2*D) < 0.01745) and
not (pin-width-A = B and not B = 0 and pin-height-A = D and 
B/(2*D) =
E and E<0.02618 and E> = 0.01745) 
then processl3-A = 0.
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rule-2215:
if pin-different-size = A and
A-l = B and 
A-2 = C and 
A-3 = D and 
A-4 = E and 
process14-A = F and 
process 14-B = G and 
process 14-C = H and 
process 14-D = J and
Process14-E = K and + G*(100+F)/100 = Mand M + H*(100 + M)/100 = N and 
N+J*(100 + N)/l00 = Oand 
0  + K*(100 + 0)/100 = P
then process = machinedinjectionaluminum cf P. 
rule-2220:
if gin-height-A = B and 
then processl4-A = -20.
rule-2225:
if not (pin-height-A = B and B > 1) 
then processl4-A = 0.
rule-2230: 
if width = A and
length = B and 
(A >48 or 
B>48)
then process = machined_injection_aluminum cf -100.
rule-2235:
if number-parts = A and 
size-Iimit-machinj = B and 
A/B = C and
C>0.8 and 
C< = 1.1 and 
B<1000
then process = machined injection aluminum cf 20.
rule-2240:
if number-parts = A and 
size-limit-machini = B and 
A/B = C and
C>0.8 and 
C < 1 and 
B > = 1000 and 
500*C-400 = D
then process = machined injection aluminum cf D.
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rule-2245:
if number-parts = A and 
size-limit-machini = B and 
A/B = C and
C> = 1 and 
C < 1.1 and 
B > = 1000 and 
-1001*C + 1100 = D
then process = machinedinjectionaluminum cf D.
rule-2250:
if lip-thickness-size = B and 
not B = 0 and 
lip-height-size = D and 
B/(2*D) <0.01745
then process = machinedinjectionaluminum cf -100.
rule-2255:
if lip-thickness-size = B and 
not B = 0 and 
lip-height-size = D and 
B/(2*D) = E and 
E< 0.02618 and 
E> = 0.01745 and 
11465*E-300 = F
then process = machinedinjectionaluminum cf F. 
rule-2260:
if lip-height-size = A and 
A>1
then process = machined injection aluminum cf -20.
rule-2265:
if size-limit-machini = A and 
number-parts = B and 
B/A_=i Cand
then machined_injection_aluminum-mold-number 1.
rule-2270:
if size-limit-machini = A and 
number-parts = I and 
B/A = C and 
C <= 2 and 
C>1
then machined_ipjection_aluminum-mold-number = 2.
rule-2275:
if size-limit-machini = A and 
number-parts = B and
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B/A = C and 
C< = 3 and 
0 2
then machined_iiyection_aluminum-mold-number = 3.
rule-2280:
if size-limit-machini = A and 
number-parts = B and 
B/A = Cand 
C< = 4 and 
0 3
then machined_ipjection_aluminum-mold-number = 4.
rule-2285:
if size-limit-machini = A and 
number-parts = B and 
B/A = Cand 
C < = 5 and 
0 4
then machined_ii\jection_aluminum-mold-number = 5. 
rule-2290:
if size-limit-machini = A and 
number-parts = B and 
B/A = Cand 
C< = 6 and 
0 5
then machined_injection_aluminum-mold-number = 6.
rule-2295:
if size-limit-machini = A and 
number-parts = B and 
B/A = Cand 
C< = 7 and 
0 6
then machined_injection_aluminum-mold-number = 7.
rule-2300:
if size-limit-machini = A and 
number-parts = B and 
B/A = Cand 
C < = 8 and 
0 7
then machined_injection_aluminum-mold-number = 8.
rule-2305:
if size-limit-machini = A and 
number-parts = B and 
B/A = Cand 
C< = 9 and 
0 8
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then machinedinjectionaluminum-mold-number = 9. 
rule-2310:
if size-limit-machini = A and 
number-parts = B and 
B/A = C and 
C>9
then machined_injection_aluminum-mold-number = C. 
rule-2315:
if machined_ipjection_aluminum-part-cost = A and 
cost-limit-part = B and 
A>B
then process = machinedinjectionaluminum cf -100.
rule-2320: 
if length = L and
width = W and 
L< = 14 and 
W< = 14 and 
(L< = 10 or 
W < = 10) and 
L*W = A and 
26.04*A+3396 = B
then machipj -base-cost = B.
rule-2325: 
if length = L and
width = W and 
(L > 14 or 
W > 14 or 
(W > 10 and 
L>10)) and 
L * w  = A and 
20.83*A+12000 = B
then machii^j-base-cost = B.
rule-2330:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
cylindrical-number-size = A and 
cylindrical-different-size = B and 
spherical-number-size = C and 
spherical-different-size = D and 
cone-number-size = E and 
cone-different-size = F and 
flat-number-size = G and 
flat-different-size = H and 
irregular-number-size = I and 
corners-sharp = ves and
2080*(0.6*(A-B) + B + 0.6*(C-D) + D + 0.6*(E-F) + F+0.6*(G- 
H) + H + 2*I) = K
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then machiiy-contour-cost = K.
rule-2331:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = no 
then machiry-contour-cost = 0.
rule-2335:
if contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes and 
cylindrical-number-size = A and 
cylindrical-difTerent-size = B and 
spherical-number-size = C and 
spherical-different-size = D and 
cone-number-size = E and 
cone-different-size = F and 
flat-number-size = G and 
flat-different-size = H and 
irregular-number-size = I and 
corners-sharp = no and
1600*(0.6*(A-B) + B + 0.6*(C-D) + D + 0.6*(E-F) + F+0.6*(G- 
H) + H + 2*I) = K
then machinj-contour-cost = K. 
rule-2340:
if textured-surfaces = yes and 
texture-tvpe = 1 and 
(polishea-Tinish = a-1 or 
polished-finish = a-2) and 
polished-area-size = A and 
225*A = B
then machini-polish-cost = B. 
rule-2341:
if textured-surfaces = yes and 
texture-type = 1 and 
polished-finish = a-3 and 
polished-area-size = A and 
125*A = B
then machiiy-polish-cost = B. 
rule-2345:
if textured-surfaces = yes and 
texture-type = 1 and
not (polished-finish = a-1 or polished-finish = a-2 or polished- 
finisn = a-3) and 
polished-area-size = A and 
100*A = B
then machiiy-polish-cost = B. 
rule-2350:
if textured-surfaces = no or 
(textured-surfaces = yes and 
not texture-type = 1)
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then machipj-polish-cost = 0. 
rule-2355:
if textured-surfaces = yes and 
textu re-type = 2 and 
machipi-base-cost = A and 
2*A = B
then machipj-carved-cost = B.
rule-2360:
if textured-surfaces = no or 
(textured-surfaces = yes and 
not texture-type = 2)
then machipj-carved-cost = 0. 
rule-2365:
if textured-surfaces = yes and 
texture-type = 3 and 
etched-pattern = yes and 
etched-area-size = A and 
750*A = B
then machinj-etched-cost = B.
rule-2370:
if etched-area-size = A and 
500*A = B
then machinj-etched-cost = B. 
rule-2375:
if hole-number-size = A and 
hole-orientation-size = B and 
overhang-number-size = C and 
general-number-size = D and 
12000*A+(8000*(C + D)-4000*B) = E
then machinj-undercuts-cost = E. 
rule-2380:
if insert-number-size = A and 
500*A = B
then machipj-insert-cost = B.
rule-2385:
if not (inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = yes and inserts-screws-ribs- 
type =
2)
then machinj-screw-cost = 0. 
rule-2390:
if rib-different-size = A and 
blind-different-size = B and 
pin-different-size = C and
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rib-number-size = D and 
blind-number-size = E and 
pin-number-size = F and 
300*(D+E/2+F) + 700*(A+B/2 + C) = G
then machipj-rib-cost = G. 
rule-2395:
if opening-number-size = A and 
S6O*A = B
then machipj-opening-cost = B. 
rule-2396:
if threads-perinch-size = A and 
not A = 0
then machipj-threads-cost = 1000.
rule-2397:
if threads-perinch-size = A and 
A = 0
then machipj-threads-cost = 0. 
rule-2400:
if artwork-depth-size = A and 
A>0 and
artwork-surface = flat 
then machipj-artworkletter-cost = 900.
rule-2401:
if artwork-depth-size = A and 
A>0 and
artwork-surface = curved 
then machinj-artworkletter-cost = 4000.
rule-2402:
if artwork-depth-size = A and 
not A>0
then machinj-artworkletter-cost = 0.
rule-2403:
if standard-letters-size = A and 
A > 0 and
standard-surface = flat 
then machipj-standardletter-cost = 400.
rule-2404:
if standard-letters-size = A and 
A > 0 and
standard-surface = curved and 
87.7*A = COST
then machipj-standardletter-cost = COST.
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rule-2405:
if standard-letters-size = A and 
not A > 0
then machiiy-standardletter-cost = 0. 
rule-2406:
if machipj-artworkletter-cost = A and 
machim-standardletter-cost = B and 
A+B = COST
then machipj-letter-cost = COST. 
rule-2407:
if general-surfaces = 4
then machii\j-fan-cost = 125000.
rule-2408:
if not general-surfaces = 4 
then machinj-fan-cost = 0.
rule-2409:
if example-part = yes and 
example-cost = A
then machinj-example-cost = A. 
rule-2410:
if not example-part = yes 
then machiqj-example-cost = 0.
rule-2411:
if mold-parting = non and 
mold-parting-type = yes
then machinj-parting-percent = 1.25. 
rule-2415:
if mold-parting = non and 
mold-parting-type = no
then machinj-parting-percent = 1.6. 
rule-2420:
if mold-parting = ortho
then machinj-parting-percent = 1.
rule-2425: 
if cad-file = yes and
cad-file-type = A and 
A< = 3
then machinj-file-percent = 0.87. 
rule-2426:
if not (cad-file = yes and cad-file-type = A and A< = 3) 
then machiiu-file-percent = 1.
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rule-2427:
if not rtv-tolerance = yes
then machipj-tolerance-percent = 1.
rule2428:
if rtv-tolerance = yes
then machinj-tolerance-percent = 1.2.
rule-2430:
if machii\j-base-cost = A and 
machinq-contour-cost = B and 
machinq-polish-cost = C and 
machinq-carved-cost = D and 
machinq-etched-cost = E and 
machipq-undercuts-cost = F and 
machinq-insert-cost = G and 
machinq-screw-cost = H and 
machinq-rib-cost = J and 
machipq-opening-cost = K and 
machinq-letter-cost = L and 
machii^j-fan-cost = M and 
inachiixj-example-cost = U and 
machinq-threaas-cost = S and 
machinq-parting-percent = P and 
machinq-file-percent = R and 
machinj-tolerance-percent = W and 
machined injection aluminum-mold-number = T and 
R*T*W*(A*P + (B + r + D + E+F+G +H +J+K +L+M  + S)) + U
= N
then machined_ipjection_aluminum-cost = N.
rule-2435: 
if length = L and
width = W and 
L< = 14 and 
W < = 14 and 
(L< = 10 or 
W< = 10) and 
L*W = A and 
0.03125*A+6.875 = B
then machinj-base-time = B.
rule-2440: 
if length = L and
width = Wand 
(L > 14 or 
W>14 or 
(W > 10 and
L>10)) and 
L*W = A and
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0.0069*A+14 = B 
then machinj -base-time = B.
rule-2445:
if machinj-contour-cost = A and 
A/800 = B
then machinj-contour-time = B. 
rule-2450:
if machinj-polish-cost = A and 
A/800 = B
then machiiu-polish-time = B.
rule-2455:
if machinj-etched-cost = A and 
A/200 = B
then machinj-etched-time = B. 
rule-2460:
if machinj-undercuts-cost = A and 
A/1143 = B
then machiiij-undercuts-time = B. 
rule-2465:
if machinj-insert-cost = A and 
A/1000 = B
then machii\j-insert-time = B. 
rule-2470:
if machinj-screw-cost = A and 
A/500 = B
then machinj-screw-time = B. 
rule-2475:
if machinj-rib-cost = A and 
A/500 = B
then machinj-rib-time = B.
rule-2480:
if machinj-opening-cost = A and 
A/1000 = B
then machiiy-opening-time = B. 
rule-2485:
if machinj-threads-cost = A and 
A/1000 = B
then machii^j-threads-time = B. 
rule-2490:
if machinj-letter-cost = A and 
A/200 = B
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then machinj-letter-time = B. 
rule-2495:
if machinj-fan-cost = A and 
A/1042 = B
then machiiy-fan-time = B. 
rule-2500:
if wood-area-size = C and 
C>0 and
machinj-base-time = A and 
2*A = B
then machipj-carved-time = B. 
rule-2501:
if not (wood-area-size = C and C>0) 
then machinj-carved-time = 0.
rule-2502:
if example-part = yes and 
example-time = A
then machinj-example-time = A. 
rule-2503:
if not example-part = yes 
then machiiy-example-time = 0.
rule-2505:
if machinj-base-time = A and 
machinj-contour-time = B and 
machinj-polish-time = C and 
machinj-carved-time = D and 
machinj-etched-time = E and 
machinj-undercuts-time = F and 
machinj-insert-time = G and 
machinj-screw-time = H and 
machinj-rib-time = J and 
machinj-opening-time = K and 
machinj-letter-time = L and 
machinj-fan-time = M and 
machinj-threads-time = S and 
machinj-example-time = U and 
machinj-parting-percent = P and 
machinj-File-percent = R and
machinedinjectionaluminum-mold-number = T and
machinj-tolerance-percent = W and
R*T*W*(A*P+(B + C + D + E + F + G + H + J + K+L+M + S)) + U
= N
then machined_injection_aluminum-time = N.
rule-2510:
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if length = L and 
width = W and 
W*L = A and 
A<377 and
opening-area-size = OP and 
insert-number-size = C and
(0.0001264*A*A+0.0573414*A+18 + 5*C + (A/35) *((A-OP)/A))/60 
= B
then machined_ipjection_aluminum-part-time = B.
rule-2511: 
if length = L and
width = W and 
W*L = A and 
A > = 377 and
opening-area-size = OP and 
insert-number-size = C and
(0.0121528*A+53 + 5*C + (A/35)*((A-OP)/A))/60 = B 
then machined_injection_aluminum-part-time = B.
rule-2515:
if machined ipjection_aluminum-part-time = A and 
length = Cand 
width = W and 
L*W = B and 
B < 10 and
size-limit-machini = D and 
number-parts = E and 
E<D ana
insert-number-size = F and 
40/60*A+500/E+0.0139*F = C
then machined_injection_aluminum-part-cost = C.
rule-2520:
if machined iiyection aluminum-part-time = A and 
length = Dand 
width = W and 
L*W = B and 
B < 10 and
size-limit-machini = D and 
number-parts = E and 
D< = E and
insert-number-size = F and 
40/60*A+500/D + 0.0139*F = C
then machined_ipjection_aluminum-part-cost = C.
rule-2525:
if machined injection_aluminum-part-time = A and 
length = Hand 
width = W and 
L*W = B and
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B < 140 and 
B > = 10 and
size-limit-machini = D and 
number-parts = E and 
insert-number-size = F and 
E< = D and
A+800/E+0.0139*F = C
then machined_ii\jection_aluminum-part-cost = C.
rule-2530:
if machined iiyection_aluminum-part-time = A and 
length = E and 
width = W and 
L*W = B and 
B < 140 and 
B > = 10 and
size-limit-machini = D and 
number-parts = E and 
E > D ana
insert-number-size = F and 
A+800/D+0.0139*F = C
then machined_ipjection_aluminum-part-cost = C.
rule-2535:
if machined ii\jection_aluminum-part-time = A and 
length = Band 
width = W and 
L*W = B and 
B < 600 and 
B > = 140 and 
size-limit-machini = D and 
number-parts = E and 
E < = D and
insert-number-size = F and 
100/60*A+1000/E+0.0139*F = C
then machined_injection_aluminum-part-cost = C.
rule-2540:
if machined ii\jection_aluminum-part-time = A and 
length = Eand 
width = W and 
L*W = B and 
B < 600 and 
B > = 140 and 
size-Iimit-machinj = D and 
number-parts = E and 
E > D and
insert-number-size = F and 
100/60*A+1000/D + 0.0139*F = C
then machined_injection_aluminum-part-cost = C.
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rule-2545:
if machined iqjection_aluminum-part-time = A and 
length = Hand 
width = W and 
L*W = B and 
B > 600 and
size-limit-machiirj = D and 
number-parts = E and 
E< = D and
insert-number-size = F and 
150/60*A+1800/E+0.0139*F = C
then machined injection aluminum-part-cost = C.
rule-2550:
if machined injection_aluminum-part-time = A and 
length = Land 
width = W and 
L*W = B and 
B > 600 and
size-limit-machim = D and 
number-parts = E and 
E > D ana
insert-number-size = F and 
150/60*A+1800/D + 0.0139*F = C
then machined_iiyection_aluminum-part-cost = C.
APPENDIX D 
INPUT VARIABLES
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Please answer the following questions.
The over all outer dimensions of the part are needed. The units for 
these values should be inches. The length and width should be 
measured in a foreseen mold parting plane and the height would be 
perpendicular to this plane.
What is the height of the part? (height)
What is the length of the part? (length)
What is the width of the part? (width)
Do any features on the poart have contoured or blended surfaces as 
listed here? (yes or no)
1 cylindrical contours
2 spherical contours
3 conical contours
4 straight flat blends between surfaces
5 irregular contours or blends’, 
(contoured-and-blended-surfaces)
I fcontoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes
Which of the following contour feature types are on the part? (If 
more than one type of feature is on the part enter the numbers of 
the feature type with commas between the numbers)
1 cylindrical contours
2 spherical contours
3 conical contours
4 straight flat blends between surfaces
5 irregular contours or blends’.
(contour-type)
If contour-type = 1
What is the diameter of the cylindrical contour?’.
(cylindrical-diameter)
What is the length of this cylindrical contour?’.
(cylindrical-length)
What is the angle about the centerline of the cylindrical contour 
which encompasses the surface of the entire feature? (Units in 
Degrees)
(cylindrical-angle)
How many cylindrical contours are on the part?
(cylindrical-number)
How many different types of cylindrical contours are on the part? 
(cylindrical-different)
If contour-type = 2
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What is the diameter of the spherical contour? 
(spherical-diameter)
What percent of an entire spherical surface appears on this spheri­
cal contour? (answer is to be between 0 and lOO)
(spherical-percent)
100  
How many spherical contours are on the part?n n ncai 
(spherical-number) 
How many different 
(spherical-different)
l a n types of spherical contours are on the part? 
1-c”
If contour-type = 3
What is the smallest diameter of the conical contour from its 
centerline to the surface?
(cone-small-diameter)
What is the largest diameter of the conical contour from its center- 
line to the surface?
(cone-large-diameter)
What is the length of the conical contour along its centerline? 
(cone-length)
What is the angle about the centerline of the conical contour which
encompasses tne surface of the entire feature? (Units in Degrees) 
(cone-angle)
Is the centerline of this cone perpendicular or almost perpendicu­
lar to a foreseen mold parting plane? (yes or no)
(cone-centerline)
How many conical contours appear on the part?
(cone-number)
How many different conical contours appear on the part? 
(cone-different)
If contour-type = 4
What is the width of the straight flat blend?
(flat-width)
What is the distance between the two surfaces being connected by 
the straight flat blend?
(flat-distance)
How many straight flat blends are on the part?
(flat-number)
How many different straight flat blends are on the part? 
(flat-different)
If contour-type = 5
Is the irregular contour or blend on the edge of the part? (yes,no) 
(irregular-parting)
If contour-type = 5
How many of irregular contours or blends are on the part? 
(irregular-number)
If contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes
Do any of the contoured or blendedTeatures have sharp corners on 
them with very little or no fillets? (yes or no)
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(corners-sharp)
Are there any textured surfaces on the part as listed here? (yes or 
no)
1 polished surfaces
2 wood carved or other irregular texture 
on surface
3 etched surfaces 
(textured-surfaces)
If textured-surfaces = yes
Which of the following texture types are on the part? (If more than 
one type of feature is on the part enter the numbers of the feature 
type with commas between tne numbers)
1. polished surfaces
2. wood carved or other irregular texture on 
surface
3. etched surfaces
(texture-type)
If texture-type = 1
What is the polls!? needed on the part? Enter one of the following 
SPI classes.
Class Class Class
A-l A-2 A-3
B-l B-2 B-3
C-l C-2 C-3
D-l D-2 D-3
(polished-finish)
What is the surface area which needs this level of polishing? 
(Enter this in terms of square inches)
(polished-area)
If texture-type = 2
Wliat is the surface area which has a wood carved or other irregu­
lar texture? (Enter this in terms of square inches)
(wood-area)
If texture-type = 3
How many thousandths deep is the surface to be etched? (Enter 
this in units between 0 and 100)
(etched-finish)
What is the surface area which has this etched texture? (Enter this 
in terms of square inches)
(etched-area)
Is the etching done in a wood grain or some other pattern? (yes or
no)
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(etched-pattern)
Are there protrusions, non orthogonal surfaces, or undercuts which 
would require slides for production tooling? (yes or no)
1 holes or pockets
2 protrusions which overhang the rest of the part
snaps
clips
3 general undercuts
(protrusion-surfaces)
If protrusion-surfaces = yes
Which of the followingTeatures, which require slides for production 
tooling, are on the part? (If more than one type of feature is on the 
part, enter the numbers of the feature type with commas between 
the numbers)
1. holes or pockets
2. protrusions which overhang the rest of the part
3. general undercuts
(protrusion-type)
If protrusion-type = 1
What is the depth of these holes or pockets? (Enter in units of 
inches)
(hole-depth)
How many holes or pockets are on the part have different angles 
with respect to each other? (The angles would be considered a 
particular orientation of a tool when drilling or milling a hole or 
pocket)
(hole-number)
How many of these holes or pockets are parallel to a foreseen mold 
parting plane?
(hole-orientation)
If protrusion-type = 2
What is the distance that the protrusion overhangs the part from 
its point of attachment? (Enter in units of inches) 
(overhang-length)
How many different overhangs are on the part?
(overhang-number)
Is the overhang or protrusion on an "appearance-important" side? 
(yes or no)
(appearance-side)
Which of the following are on the part? (If more than one type of
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feature is on the part, enter the numbers of the feature type with 
commas between the numbers)
1. Snaps
2. Clips
3. General overhangs 
(snaps-clips)
If protrusion-type = 3
What total percent ofthe surface area does this undercut or sur­
face make up? (Enter from 0 to 100)
(general-area)
What is the distance that is undercut? (Enter in units of inches) 
(general-distance)
How many different undercuts or surfaces cannot be accessed from 
the same side?
(general-number)
Are there any of the following features on the part? (yes or no)
1 Inserts
2 Screws or spirals around a part centerline
3 Ribs
(inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces)
If inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = yes
Which of the following feature types are on the part? (If more than 
one type of feature is on the part, enter the numbers or the feature 
type with commas between the numbers)
1. Inserts
2. Screws or spirals around a part centerline
3. Ribs
(inserts-screws-ribs-type)
If inserts-screws-ribs-type = 1
How many inserts are on the part?
(insert-number)
If inserts-screws-ribs-type = 2
What is the total volume percent of the screws or spirals on the 
part? (Enter from 0 to 100)
(screws-percent)
If inserts-screws-ribs-type = 3
How many different types of ribs are on the part? If there is only 
one type of rib type 1.
(rib-different)
What is the thickness of rib ’,A,’? (Enter this in units of inches)
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(rib-thickness-A)
What is the distance between ribs ’,A,’? (Enter this in units of 
inches)
(rib-distance-A) 
What is '
inches)
the depth or height of ribs ’,A,’? (Enter this in units of
(rib-depth-A)
How many total ribs are on the part? 
(rib-number)
Is the part a hollow container? If so select 1 or 2. If not then 
choose 3. (If more than one type of feature is on the part, enter the 
numbers of the feature type with commas between the numbers)
1 Two-part hollow container
2 One-part hollow container
3 Not a hollow container 
(hollow-surfaces)
If hollow-surfaces = 1
The two part hollow container should be entered into the system as 
two parts with which the system can determine the best molding 
process to use. You should start over again and this time describe 
the part using the other feature descriptions available. To start 
over, just type "abort" at this prompt and then "go".
(hollow-type)
If hollow-surfaces = 2
Does the containerliave open ends or sides such that a permanent 
molding surface, which reproduces all points inside the container, 
can be withdrawn
from the container without destroying the molded part? (yes or 
no)
(hollow-open)
Does the container have a narrow spout or opening? (yes or no) 
(hollow-spout)
Does the container have threads on the spout or opening, for a lid? 
(yes or no)
(nollow-threads)
Does the part have either of the two features listed here? If not 
then choose 3. (If more than one type of feature is on the part, 
enter the numbers of the feature type with commas between the 
numbers)
1 Cut outs or openings for access areas or other 
parts or instruments to fit through
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2 Threads on the part
3 None of the above
(openings-threads-surfaces)
If openings-threads-surfaces = 1
What is tne total area of the openings on the part? (Enter this in 
units of square-inches)
(opening-area)
Wnat is the total number of different openings on the part? 
(opening-number)
If openings-threads-surfaces = 1
How many threads per inch are required?
(threads-perinch)
What type of threads would these be? Fine? or Course? 
(threaas-type)
Are there blind holes, lipped edges for assembly purposes, or 
protruding pins on the part? Ifnot then select 4. (If more than 
one type of feature is on the part, enter the numbers of the feature 
type with commas between tne numbers.)
1 Blind holes or pockets
2 Lipped edges for assemble purposes
3 Protruding pins
4 None of the above
(blind-assemble-surfaces)
l r i z > r k c  —  1
i c a w a  —If bllnd-assemble-surfa _ __
How many different types oTblind holes or pockets are on the part? 
If there is only one type of rib type 1.
(blind-different)
What is the width of the blind hole or pocket ’,A,’? (Enter the 
smallest width across the blind hole on the part in units of inches) 
(blind-width-A)
What is the depth of the blind hole or pocket ’?A,’? (Enter the 
depth associated with the smallest diameter given in units of inch- 
es)
(blind-depth-A)
What is tne total number of blind holes on the part?
(blind-number)
If blind-assemble-surfaces = 2
What is the thickness of thelipped edge at its base? (Enter this in 
units of inches)
(lip-thickness)
What is the height of the lipped edge from the base material? 
(Enter this in units of inches)
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(lip-height)
What is the total running length of the lipped edge? (Enter this in 
units of inches)
(lip-length)
If blind-assemble-surfaces = 3
How many different types oFpins are on the part? If there is only 
one type of rib type 1.
(pin-different)
What is the width of pin ’,A,’? (Enter this in units of inches) 
(pin-width-A)
What is the length or height of pin ’,A,’ from the base surface of the 
part? (Enter this in units of inches)
(pin-height-A)
How many total pins are on the part? 
(pin-number)
Do any of the following descriptions identify features on the part? 
If not then select 5. (IF more than one type of feature is on tne 
part, enter the numbers of the feature type with commas between 
the numbers.)
1 General appearance is thin and flat or slightly 
curved
2 Tear seems on part
3 Lettering on surface of part
4 The part is a fan
5 None of the above
(general-surfaces)
If general-surfaces = 1
What is the material thickness of this thin and flat part? (Enter in 
units of inches)
(thin-flat)
If general-surfaces = 2
What is the thickness of the material along the tear seem? (Enter 
in units of inches)
(tear-thickness)
What is the total running length of the tear seem on the part? 
(tear-length)
If general-surfaces = 3
Are the letters on the part standard letter type or are they a 
company logo/art work? (If both types, separate the numbers with 
commas.)
1 Standard lettering
2 Logo/Art Work 
(letter-type)
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If general-surfaces = 3 and letter-type = 1
Is the surface, whicKthe standard letters are on, flat or curved? 
(flat or curved)
(standard-surface)
How many letters does the standard lettering include?
(standard-letters)
What is the depth of the standard letters in the base material or 
the relief distance the standard letters stand off the base material? 
(Enter this in units of inches)
(standard-depth)
If general-surfaces = 3 and letter-type = 2
Is the art work or logo on a flat or curved surface? (flat or curved) 
(artwork-surface)
What is the depth of the art work in the base material or the relief 
distance the art work stands off the base material? (Enter this in 
units of inches)
(artwork-deptn)
If general-surfaces = 4
Do the fan blades overlap each other as seen from the front of the 
fan? (Yes or No)
(fan-overlap)
How many parts need to be produced?
(number-parts)
Will this part go into a production environment, whether it be in 
batch quantities or short production runs? (Yes or No) 
(number-parts-production)
If number-parts-pruduction = yes
Bow many parts per day willYhe production tooling need to pro­
duce?
(production-rate)
How many parts are expected to be produced over the life of pro­
duction?
(production-steel)
What is the accuracies on most of the dimensions on the part? 
Plus or minus what tolerance? (Enter this dimension in units of 
inches)
(tolerance-general)
What is the tightest tolerance on the part for a particular dimen­
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sion? Plus or minus what tolerance? (Enter this dimension in 
units of inches)
(tolerance-specific)
Over what length does the tightest tolerance have to be held? 
(Enter this in units of inches)
(tolerance-length)
Information is needed on a prototype part, or pattern; for some 
molding processes. Please answer the following questions to the 
best of your ability as the information you supply can directly alter 
the molding process chosen.
Is a prototype part required for evaluation or other purposes 
before a mold is to be made? (Yes or No)
(example-part)
How much time is required to produce and deliver a prototype part 
for pattern uses with the rapia prototype facilities, conventional, or 
other processes available? (Enter the time in terms of working 
days)
(example-time)
What is the cost associated with the above time to produce the 
prototype part for pattern uses? (Enter in terms oT dollars) 
(example-cost)
Which of the following are acceptable materials for a prototype 
part, or pattern, to be produced from? If more than one material 
is appropriate, then enter the number next to the material name 
with commas between the selected numbers.
1. Wax
2. Cardboard or paper
3. Styrofoam
4. Aluminum
5. Steel
6. Other metal
7. Wood
8. Photopolymer
9. Other plastic
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10. Plaster
11. Urethane
12. All of the above 
(example-material)
Which of the following materials would be acceptable materials for 
the molded part? If more than one selection is desired, enter the 
numbers with commas between them.
Thermoplastics, cold set plastics, or composites which are
1. A glass material or high strength material
2. Medium strength and elastic material
3. Very elastic
Thermosetting, or hot set plastics including composites which are
4. A glass material or high strength material
5. Medium strength and elastic material
6. very elastic
Other materials
7. Cold molding materials including epoxies
8. Urethane
9. Expanded polystryrene
10. Aluminum
11. Steel
12. Other metal
13. Wax 
(part-material)
There are several possibilities for mold material. Which of the 
following should !: NOT !! be considered in the molding process? 
If more than one material should be excluded, enter the numbers 
with commas between them.
1. Cold molding material
2. RTV or Urethane
3. Aluminum
4. Steel
5. Beryllium copper
6. Kirksite
7. Sand
8. Plaster
9. Investment casting
10. Wood 
(mold-material)
What is the time limit from the moment drawings or CAD informa­
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tion is given to the tooling manufacturer till the first part is to be 
in hand? (Enter in terms of working days. If there is no defined 
limit, enter a very large value.)
(time-limit)
Are changes to the part a possibility? (Yes or No) 
(changes-likely)
If changes-likely = yes
Are the changes to trie part expected to be minor or drastic? 
(Minor or Drastic)
(changes-type)
Has a prototype mold been machined out of metal? (Yes or No) 
(prototype-mold)
If prototype-mo Id = yes
How long did it take to produce the prototype mold? (Enter in 
terms ofworking days)
(prototype-mola-time)
Is a Computer Aided Design (CAD) file of the part to be supplied 
to the tooling manufacturer? (yes or no)
(cad-file)
H ead-file = yes
Which of theTallowing types of CAD files are supplied? (Enter 1,2, 
or 3)
1. 3-D Wire frame
2 .3- D Surface model
3 .3- D Solid model 
4. 2-D Drawings
(cad-file-type)
Is the parting plane orthogonal or non orthogonal? (Ortho or 
Non)
(mold-parting)
If mold-parting = non
Hoes the non orthogonal parting plane have straight and flat
141
larting edges? (yes or no) 
mold -parung-type)
Are clean up operations an option in producing the part? If so 
pick the following operations that are acceptable. If clean up 
operations are not an option, then select 4.
1. Touch up work
2. Hole drilling, cutting or other labor inten 
sive work (Plastic)
3. Machining, sanding, grinding (Metal)
4. No clean up operations 
(clean-up)
What is the upper cost limit to produce the tooling for this part? 
(Enter in terms of dollars. If there is no defined limit, enter a very 
large value.)
(cost-limit-mold)
What is the upper cost limit for each part that is produced from 
this tooling? (Enter in terms of dollars. If there is no defined 
limit, enter a very large value.)
(cost-limit-part)
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Injection Mold Cavity and Core
Cross Section of Injection Mold
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RTV M old
148
DASH
height = 0375 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
length = 2035 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
width = 6.75 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
contour-type = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
contour-type = 4 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cylindricai-diameter = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
zwvzl ■ n r l  It O *7 C 1 B fi ■■ c o
cylindrical-ditterent = 1 ct iuu because you 
cylindrical-number = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
flat-distance = 0.125 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
flat-width = 40 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
flat-different = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
flat-number = 5 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
corners-sharp = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
textured-surfaces = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
texture-type = 1 cf lhO because ’you said so’, 
polished-finish = b-2 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
polished-area = 100 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
protrusion-surfaces -  no cf 100 because ’you said so’ 
inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
inserts-screws-ribs-type = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
rib-different = 3 cf ICFO because ’you said so*, 
rib-thickness- -1 = 0 cf 100 because kb-77. 
rib-distance- -1 = 0 cf 100 because kb-82. 
rib-depth- -1 = 0 cf 100 because kb-87.
rib-thickness-0 = 0 cf 100 because kb-76. 
rib-distance-0 = 0 cf 100 because kb-81. 
rib-depth-0 = 0 cf 100 because kb-86. 
rib-thickness-1 = 0.0156 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-distance-1 = 0 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-depth-1 = 0.0625 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-thickness-2 = 0.0625 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-distance-2 = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-distance-3 = 0 cf 100 because you said so’. 
rib-depth-3 = 0.1875 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-thickness-3 = 0.093 cf 100 because ’set by user’. 
rib-depth-2 = 0.01875 cf 100 because ’set by user’, 
rib-number = 29 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
hollow-surfaces = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
openings-threads-surfaces = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
opening-area = 50 cf 100 because ’you said so*, 
opening-number = 16 cf 100 because ’set by user’, 
b ind-assemble-surfaces = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so*, 
pin-different = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so . 
pin-width- -3 = 0 cf 100 because kb-136. 
pin-height- -3 = 0 cf 100 because kb-141. 
pin-width- -2 = 0 cf 100 because kb-135.
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pin-height- -2 = 0 cf 100 because kb-140.
pin-wiath- -1 = 0 cf 100 because kb-134.
pin-height- -1 = 0 cf 100 because kb-139.
pin-wiath-0 = 0 cf 100 because kb-133.
pin-height-0 = 0 cf 100 because kb-138.
pin-wiath-l = 0.0625 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
pin-height-1 = 0.1875 cf 100 because you said so’.
pin-number = 6 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
general-surfaces = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
general-surfaces = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
thin-flat = 0.125 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
letter-type = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
standard-surface = flat cf 100 because ’you said so’.
standard-letters = 14 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
standard-depth = 0.01 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
number-parts = 20000 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
number-parts-production = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
production-rate = 55 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
production-steel = 100000 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
tolerance-general = 0.005 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
tolerance-specific = 0.02 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
tolerance-length = 16 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-part = no cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-time = 20 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-cost = 4000 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-material = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-material = 8 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-material = 9 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-material = 11 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
part-material = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
part-material = 6 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
part-material = 7 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
part-material = 9 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
mold-material = 7 cf 100 because you said so’, 
mold-material = 8 cf 100 because 'you said so’, 
mold-material = 9 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
mold-material = 10 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
time-limit = 200 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
changes-likely = no cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
prototype-mold = no cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cad-file = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cad-file-type = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
mold-parting = ortho cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
clean-up = 4 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cost-limit-mold = 200000 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cost-limit-part = 200 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
process = rtv cf -100 because rule-1230 and rule-1116 and rule- 
1105 and rule-1100 and rule-1086 and rule-1075 and rule-1065 and 
rule-1060 and rule-1045 and rule-1035 and rule-1030 and rule-1025 
and rule-1020 and rule-1016 and rule-1000 and rule-826.
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process = machined imection_aluminum cf 88 because rule-2215 
and rule-2195 and rule-2175 and rule-2155 and rule-2115 and rule- 
2085 and rule-2078 and rule-2055 and rule-2035 and rule-2000.
Using a machined_injection_aluminum mold, it will cost $60321.5 
and the time to produce the mold tooling is 81.5188 days. To 
produce parts from this mold, it will cost $0.55127 per part and the 
cycle time per part is 0.51127 minutes. The following number of 
molds need to be produced: 1.
HOUSING
height = 0.75 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
length = 6 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
width = 3.5 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes cf 100 because ’you said 
so’.
contour-type = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
contour-type = 4 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
spherical-diameter = 0375 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
spherical-percent = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
spherical-number = 1 cf 100 because you said so’, 
spherical-different = 1 cf 100 because you said so’, 
flat-distance = 0.25 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
flat-width = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
flat-number = 7 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
flat-different = 7 cf 100 because you said so’, 
corners-sharp = no cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
textured-surfaces = no cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
protrusion-surfaces = no cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
inserts-screws-ribs-type = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
rib-different = 10 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-thickness-6 = 0.0625 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-distance-6 = 0 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-depth-6 = 0.75 cf 100 because you said so’. 
rib-thickness-7 = 0.0625 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-distance-7 = 0 cf 100 because 'you said so’. 
rib-depth-7 = 0.25 cf 100 because you said so’. 
rib-thickness-8 = 0.09375 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-distance-8 = 0 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-depth-8 = 0.25 cf 100 because you said so’. 
rib-thickness-9 = 0.125 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-distance-9 = 0 cf 100 because 'you said so’. 
rib-depth-9 = 0375 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-thickness-10 = 0.0625 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-distance-10 = 0.1875 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-depth-10 = 0.125 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
rib-number = 24 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
hollow-surfaces = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
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ind-width-1 
ind-depth-1 
ind-wiath-2 
ind-depth-2 
ind-wiath-3 
ind-depth-3 
ind-wiath-4 
ind-depth-4 
ind-wiath-5 
ind-depth-5 
ind-number =
openings-threads-surfaces = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so*, 
opening-area = 2.53 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
opening-number = 5 cf 100 because ’you said so*, 
b ind-assemble-surfaces = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
ind-assemble-surfaces = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
ind-assemble-surfaces = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
ind-different = 5 cf 100 because ’you said so*.
0375 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
03125 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
0375 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
0.25 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
0.15625 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
0.4375 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
0.4 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
0.1875 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
0.0625 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
0.125 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
6 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
lip-thickness = 0.125 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
lip-height = 0.25 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
lip-length = 10 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
pin-different = 6 cf 100 because ’you said so*. 
pin-width-2 = 0375 cf 100 because ’you said so*. 
pin-height-2 = 0.6875 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
pin-wiath-3 = 0375 cf 100 because ’you said so*. 
pin-height-3 = 0.25 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
pin-wiath-4 = 0.09375 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
pin-height-4 = 0.09375 cf 100 because \o u  said so’. 
pin-wiath-5 = 03125 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
pin-height-5 = 0.125 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
pin-wiath-6 = 0.5625 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
pin-height-6 = 0.1875 cf 100 because you said so*, 
pin-number = 7 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
general-surfaces = 5 cf 100 because ’you said so*, 
number-parts = 12 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
number-parts-production = no cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
tolerance-general = 0.005 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
tolerance-specific = 0.005 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
tolerance-length = 3.25 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-part = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-time = 8 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-cost = 2050 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-material = 11 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-material = 12 cf 100 because ’set by user’, 
part-material = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
part-material = 5 cf 100 because ’you said so*, 
part-material = 8 cf 100 because 'you said so*, 
part-material = 7 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
mold-material = 7 cf 100 because 70U said so*, 
mold-material = 8 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
mold-material = 10 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
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cad-file-type = 4 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
mold-parting = ortho cf 100 because ’you said so’.
clean-up = l c f  100 because ’you said so’.
cost-limit-part = 200 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
cost-limit-mold = 100000 cf 100 because ’set by user’.
process = rtv cf 99 because rule-1205 and rule-1200 and rule-1180 
and rule-1105 and rule-1095 and rule-1090 and rule-1075 and rule- 
1065 and rule-1060 and rule-1045 and rule-1035 and rule-1030 and 
rule-1025 and rule-1020 and rule-1016 and rule-1000 and rule-826.
time-limit = 100 cf 100 because ’you said so*.
changes-likely = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’.
changes-type = minor cf 100 because ’you said so’.
prototype-mold = no cf 100 because ’vou said so’.
cad-fife = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’.
process = machined injection aluminum cf 84 because rule-2215 
and rule-2195 and rule-2175 arid rule-2140 and rule-2078 and rule- 
2055 and rule-2035 and rule-2000.
Using a rtv mold, it will cost $2886.89 and the time to produce the 
mold tooling is 18.75 days. To produce parts from this mold, it will 
cost $176,813 per part and the cycle time per part is 480 minutes. 
The following number of molds need to be produced: 1.
Using a machinediniectionaluminum mold, it will cost $52921.4 
and the time to produce the mold tooling is 94.7975 days. To 
produce parts from this mold, it will cost $66.9965 per part and the 
cycle time per part is 0.329794 minutes. The following number of 
molds need to be produced: 1.
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PANEL
height = 2.25 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
length = 21.5 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
width = 7.5 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
contoured-and-blended-surtaces = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
contour-type = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
contour-type = 4 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
contour-type = 5 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
cylindrical-different = 1 ct IUU because you 
cylindrical-number = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
flat-distance = 0.125 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
flat-width = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
flat-different = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
flat-number = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
irregular-parting = no cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
irregular-number = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
corners-sharp = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
textured-surfaces = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
texture-type = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
polished-finish = b-3 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
polished-area = 76 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
protrusion-surfaces = no cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = yes cf 100 because ’you said 
inserts-screws-ribs-type = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
rib-different = 3 cf IO0 because ’you said so*, 
rib-thickness- -1 = 0 cf 100 because kb-77. 
rib-distance- -1 = 0 cf 100 because kb-82. 
rib-depth- -1 = 0 cf 100 because kb-87.
rib-thickness-0 = 0 cf 100 because kb-76. 
rib-distance-0 = 0 cf 100 because kb-81. 
rib-depth-0 = 0 cf 100 because kb-86. 
rib-thickness-1 = 0.125 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-distance-1 = 0 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-depth-1 = 2 cf 100 because ’vou said so’. 
rib-thickness-2 = 0.0625 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-distance-2 = 0 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-depth-2 = 0.625 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-thickness-3 = 0.07 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-distance-3 = 0.75 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
rib-depth-3 = 0.18 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
rib-number = 10 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
hollow-surfaces = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
openings-threads-surfaces = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
opening-area = 90 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
opening-number = 13 cf 100 because ’set by user’, 
b ind-assemble-surfaces = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
blind-assemble-surfaces = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
so
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I
p-thickness = 0.02 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
)-height = 0.06 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
)-length = 9 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
n-dinerent = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
n-width- -2 = 0 cf 100 because kb-135. 
n-height- -2 = 0 cf 100 because kb-140. 
n-width- -1 = 0 cf 100 because kb-134. 
n-height- -1 = 0 cf 100 because kb-139. 
n-wiath-0 = 0 cf 100 because kb-133. 
n-height-0 = 0 cf 100 because kb-138. 
n-wiath-1 = 0.3125 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
n-height-1 = 0.75 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
n-width-2 = 0.1875 cf 100 because ’you said so*. 
n-height-2 = 0.875 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
n-number = 7 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
general-surfaces = 5 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
number-parts = 20000 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
number-parts-production = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
production-rate = 50 cf 100 because ’you said so*, 
production-steel = 20000 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
tolerance-general = 0.01 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
tolerance-specific = 0.02 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
tolerance-length = 20 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-part = no cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-time = 15 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-cost = 6000 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
example-material
example-material
example-material
example-material
example-material
example-material
example-material
example-material
2 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
4 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
5 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
6 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
7 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
8 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
9 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
11 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
part-material = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
part-material = 6 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
part-material = 7 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
part-material = 8 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
mold-material = 7 cf 100 because 5you said so’, 
mold-material = 8 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
mold-material = 9 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
time-limit = 100 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
changes-likely -  yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
changes-type = minor cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
prototype-mold = no cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cad-file = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cad-file-type = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
mold-parting = non cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
mold-parting-type = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
clean-up = 4 cf 100 because ’you said so . 
cost-limit-mold = 100000 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
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cost-limit-part = 200 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
process = rtv cf -100 because rule-1240 and rule-1230 and rule- 
1205 and rule-1116 and rule-1115 and rule-1105 and rule-1095 and 
rule-1075 and rule-1065 and rule-1060 and rule-1045 and rule-1035 
and rule-1030 and rule-1025 and rule-1020 and rule-1016 and rule- 
1005 and rule-1000 and rule-826.
process = machined injection aluminum cf 88 because rule-2215 
and rule-2195 and rule-2175 arid rule-2155 and rule-2140 and rule- 
2115 and rule-2078 and rule-2055 and rule-2035 and rule-2000.
Using a machinedinjectionaluminum mold, it will cost $61548.5 
and the time to produce the mold tooling is 76.6409 days. To
Sroduce parts from this mold, it will cost $0.954684 per part and le cycle time per part is 0.54281 minutes. The following number of molds need to be produced: 1.
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STAND
height = 2.5 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
length = 3.75 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
width = 3.5 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
contoured-and-blended-surtaces = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’.
contour-type = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
contour-type = 4 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
contour-type = 5 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
cylindrical-diameter = 1.75 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
cylindrical-length = 2.5 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
cylindrical-angle = 90 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
cylindrical-number = 3 cf 100 because ’set by user’.
cylindrical-different = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
flat-distance = 0.125 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
flat-width = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
flat-number = 6 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
flat-different = 5 cf 100 because you said so’.
irregular-parting = no cf 100 because ’you said so’.
irregular-number = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
corners-sharp = no cf 100 because ’you said so’.
textured-surfaces = no cf 100 because ’you said so’.
protrusion-surfaces = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’.
protrusion-type = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
jrotrusion-type = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
wle-depth = 0.1875 cf 100 because you said so*.
lole-number = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
lole-orientation = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
general-area = 5 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
general-distance = 0.125 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
general-number = 2 cf 100 because *you said so*.
inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’.
inserts-screws-ribs-type = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-different = 10 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-thickness-6 = 0.0625 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-distance-6 = 0 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-depth-6 = 0.125 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-thickness-7 = 0.15 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-distance-7 = 0 cf 100 because ’you said so*.
rib-depth-7 = 0.625 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-thickness-8 = 0.0625 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-distance-8 = 0 cf 100 because ’vou said so’.
rib-depth-8 = 0.25 cf 100 because you said so’.
rib-thickness-9 = 0.0625 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-distance-9 = 0 cf 100 because you said so’.
rib-depth-9 = 0.281 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-thickness-10 = 0.03125 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-distance-10 = 0 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-depth-10 = 0.0625 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-number = 30 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
hollow-surfaces = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
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openings-threads-surfaces = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
opening-area = 0.628 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
opening-number = 4 cf 100 because ’set by user’, 
blind-assemble-surfaces = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
n-different = 6 cf 100 because ’you said so . 
n-width-2 = 0.093 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
n-height-2 = 0375 cf 100 because \o u  said so’. 
n-width-3 = 0.0625 cf 100 because you said so’. 
n-height-3 = 0.125 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
n-wiath-4 = 0.0625 cf 100 because ’you said so’. 
n-heijght-4 = 0.1875 cf 100 because'’you said so’. 
n-width-5 = 03125 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
n-height-5 = 0375 cf 100 because ’you said 
n-widfth-6 = 0.281 cf 100 because ’you said i
s o .
so’.
n-height-6 = 0.1875 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
n-number = 12 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
general-surfaces = 5 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
number-parts = 6 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
number-parts-production = no cf 100 because’you said so’, 
tolerance-general = 0.005 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
tolerance-length = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-part = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-time = 8 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-cost = 2755 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-material = 8 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
part-material = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
part-material = 7 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
part-material = 8 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
mold-material = 7 cf 100 because you said so’, 
changes-likely = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
changes-type = minor cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
prototype-mold = no cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cad-fife = no cf 100 because ’you said so’.
mold-parting = non cf 100 because ’you said so’.jy|q U -Pa »•#■ rwrt-imznzi 1 fill knnnucn ’vrzkii ocfcizl so’.mold-parting-type = no cf 100 because 
clean-up = I cf 100 because ’.i
'you said 
you said so\ 
cost-limit-part = 200 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
over = yes cf 90 because rule-830, 
tolerance-specific = 0.005 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cost-limit-mold = 150000 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
time-limit = 200 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
process = rtv cf 99 because rule-1205 and rule-1200 and rule-1180 
and rule-1115 and rule-1105 and rule-1095 and rule-1090 and rule- 
1075 and rule-1065 and rule-1060 and rule-1045 and rule-1035 and 
rule-1030 and rule-1025 and rule-1020 and rule-1016 and rule-1005 
and rule-1000 and rule-826.
process = machined injection aluminum cf 84 because rule-2215 
and rule-2195 and rule-2175 arid ride-2140 and rule-2078 and rule- 
2055 and rule-2035 and rule-2000.
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Using a rtv mold, it will cost $344936 and the time to produce the 
mold tooling is 18.6 days. To produce parts from this mold, it will 
cost $139,609 per part and the cycle time per part is 480 minutes. 
The following number of molds need to be produced: 1.
Using a machined_iniection_aluminum mold, it will cost $98875.5 
and the time to produce the mold tooling is 139.583 days. To 
produce parts from this mold, it will cost $lJ3.652 per part and the 
cycle time per part is 0.318857 minutes. The following number of 
molds neea to be produced: 1.
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CLIP
height = 0375 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
length = 0375 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
width = 1.125 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
contoured-and-blended-surfaces = yes cf 100 because ’you said 
so’.
contour-type = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
contour-type = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
contour-type = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
cylindrical-diameter = 0375 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cylindrical-length = 0.875 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cylindrical-angle = 180 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cylindrical-number = 1 cf 100 because you said so’, 
cylindrical-different = 1 cf 100 because you said so’, 
spherical-diameter = 0375 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
spherical-percent = 10 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
spherical-number = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
spherical-different = 1 cf 100 because you said so’, 
cone-small-diameter = 0.125 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cone-large-diameter = 03 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cone-length = 0.875 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cone-angle = 180 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cone-centerline = no cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cone-number = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
cone-different = 1 cf 100 because you said so’, 
corners-sharp = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
textured-surfaces = no cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
protrusion-surfaces = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
protrusion-type = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so*, 
general-area = 40 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
general-distance = 0.15 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
general-number = 1 cf 100 because *you said so’, 
inserts-screws-ribs-surfaces = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
inserts-screws-ribs-type = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
rib-different = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so . 
rib-thickness- -2 = 0 cf 100 because kb-78. 
rib-distance- -2 = 0 cf 100 because kb-83.
rib-depth- -2 = 0 cf 100 because kb-88.
rib-thickness- -1 = 0 cf 100 because kb-77.
rib-distance- -1 = 0 cf 100 because kb-82.
rib-depth- -1 = 0 cf 100 because kb-87.
rib-thickness-0 = 0 cf 100 because kb-76.
rib-distance-0 = 0 cf 100 because kb-81.
rib-depth-0 = 0 cf 100 because kb-86.
rib-thickness-1 = 0.0937 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-distance-1 = 0 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-depth-1 = 0.125 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-thickness-2 = 0.0625 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-depth-2 = 0.125 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
rib-distance-2 = 0 cf 100 because ’set by user’.
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rib-number = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
hollow-surfaces = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
openings-threads-surfaces = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
blind-assemble-surfaces = 4 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
general-surfaces = 5 cf 100 because ’you saia so’, 
number-parts = 6 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
number-parts-production = no cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
tolerance-general = 0.005 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
tolerance-specific = 0.005 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
tolerance-length = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-part = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-time = 3 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-cost = 750 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
example-material = 8 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
part-material = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
part-material = 7 cf 100 because ’you said so’, 
part-material = 8 cf 100 because ’you said so*, 
mold-material = 7 cf 100 because**you said so’, 
time-limit = 50 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
changes-likely = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’.
changes-type = minor cf 100 because ’you said so’.
prototype-mold = no cf 100 because ’you said so’.
cad-file = yes cf 100 because ’you said so’.
cad-file-type = 1 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
cad-file-type = 2 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
mold-parting = ortho cf 100 because ’you said so’.
clean-up = 1 cf 100 because *you said so’.
cost-limit-mold = 50000 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
cost-limit-part = 200 cf 100 because ’you said so’.
process = rtv cf 99 because rule-1205 and rule-1200 and rule-1180 
and rule-1105 and rule-1095 and rule-1090 and rule-1065 and rule- 
1060 and rule-1045 and rule-1035 and rule-1030 and rule-1025 and 
rule-1020 and rule-1016 and rule-1000 and rule-826.
process = machined injection aluminum cf 84 because rule-2215 
and rule-2195 and rule-2175 arid rule-2140 and rule-2078 and rule- 
2055 and rule-2035 and rule-2000.
Using a rtv mold, it will cost $837,356 and the time to produce the 
mold tooling is 8.0791 days. To produce parts from this mold, it 
will cost $55.1187per part and the cycle time per part is 480 
minutes. The following number of molds need to be produced: 1.
Using a machinedinjectionaluminum mold, it will cost $21574.7 
and the time to produce the mold tooling is 30.444 days. To pro­
duce parts from this mold, it will cost $83.5337 per part ana the 
cycle time per part is 0.300604 minutes. The following number of 
molds neea to be produced: 1.
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